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CIMdata News 
CIMdata & Hiller Associates Announce New Survey on Product Cost Management 
18 December 2012 
 
CIMdata, Inc., the leading global Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) strategic management 
consulting and research firm is partnering with Hiller Associates, the leading consulting firm in Product 
Cost Management, to conduct a survey to better understand how companies manage their product costs. 
 
A successful product delivers on many attributes (e.g., time-to-market, performance, quality, fuel and 
efficiency). One of the most difficult attributes upon which to consistently deliver at product launch is 
product cost. Product cost is tricky, because unlike many other product attributes, it is not controlled 
exclusively by the actions of engineering. Product cost is the result of choices by engineering, sourcing, 
supply chain, manufacturing, and suppliers. With between 70% and 90% of every dollar of revenue in 
most product and manufacturing firms being consumed by product cost, it is understandable that the 
topic always ranks high when you ask product development executives what they are most concerned 
about. 
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Product Cost Management (PCM) has been used in a generic sense on the Internet since 2000, but was 
defined and made popular by Eric Arno Hiller, the Founding CEO and Chief Product Officer for many 
years at aPriori. Eric defines PCM as “An agreed, coherent, and publicized system of culture/goals, 
processes, people, and tools following the product lifecycle, that ensures the product meets its profit (or 
cost) target on the day that it launches to the customer.” PCM also includes tools and processes that can 
help reduce product cost after launch, as well. 
 
In conducting this survey CIMdata and Hiller Associates would like to understand how firms prioritize 
product cost versus other product attributes, how successful firms are delivering on product cost targets, 
and how companies do product cost management. The survey takes about 10 minutes to complete and 
respondents will be provided with a copy of the final results. Responses will be held in the strictest 
confidence and will not be attributed to any person or company. 
 
To take part in the survey click here.  
 
About CIMdata 
CIMdata, a leading independent worldwide firm, provides strategic management consulting to maximize 
an enterprise’s ability to design and deliver innovative products and services through the application of 
Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) solutions. Since its founding in 1983, CIMdata has delivered 
world-class knowledge, expertise, and best-practice methods on PLM solutions. These solutions 
incorporate both business processes and a wide-ranging set of PLM-enabling technologies. 
 
CIMdata works with both industrial organizations and suppliers of technologies and services seeking 
competitive advantage in the global economy. In addition to consulting, CIMdata conducts research, 
provides PLM-focused subscription services, and produces several commercial publications. The 
company also provides industry education through PLM certificate programs, seminars, and conferences 
worldwide. CIMdata serves clients around the world from offices in North America, Europe, and Asia-
Pacific. To learn more about CIMdata’s services, visit our website at www.CIMdata.com or contact 
CIMdata at: 3909 Research Park Drive, Ann Arbor, MI 48108, USA. Tel: +1 (734) 668-9922. Fax: +1 
(734) 668-1957; or at Oogststraat 20, 6004 CV Weert, The Netherlands. Tel: +31 (0) 495 533 666. 
 
About Hiller Associates 
Hiller Associates (HA) is a business performance consultancy that specializes in Product Cost 
Management (PCM), helping discrete manufacturing companies reduce product cost, whether the 
product is before or after launch. Our practice sits in the nexus between design engineering, finance, 
purchasing, and manufacturing. HA has helped Fortune 1000 clients save tens of millions of dollars 
through our Product Cost Management engagements. To learn more about Hiller Associates, visit our 
website at www.hillerassociates.com or contact us at Tel: +1 (217) 369-8687 
or answerstoquestions@hillerassociates.com. 
 

Click here to return to Contents 
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CIMdata Announces Schedule for the 2013 PLM Certificate Program 
18 December 2012 
 
CIMdata, Inc., the leading global PLM strategic consulting and research firm announces its CIMdata 
PLM Certificate Program schedule for 2013. The CIMdata PLM Certificate Program is the flagship 
offering of CIMdata PLM Leadership — the PLM industry’s most comprehensive non-biased education 
offering for today’s PLM professionals. 
 
The CIMdata PLM Certificate Program prepares PLM professionals at several levels to successfully 
address the challenges inherent in PLM strategy development and implementation. This assessment-
based certificate program includes an intimate classroom experience, individual and team-based 
exercises, and individual evaluations of achievement. Additionally, the program provides participants 
with intensive and extensive exposure to CIMdata’s team of trusted experts. Upon successful completion 
of the program, each participant receives a CIMdata PLM Certificate and becomes a member of 
CIMdata’s global PLM Leadership community. 
 
According to Peter Bilello, CIMdata’s President, “Since the program’s introduction in 2009, over 150 
global PLM professionals have received their PLM Leadership certificate from CIMdata. In many ways, 
our program has become the de-facto standard in PLM education. We are extremely excited with the 
program’s success and we look forward to continuing to deliver this valuable program throughout much 
of the industrial world.” James McKinney, CIMdata’s PLM Leadership Practice Manager, commented, 
“Our 2013 schedule has been designed to address the needs of PLM professionals around the world. We 
look forward to providing in-depth education and helping more companies realize the benefits of PLM 
and related technologies.” 
 
For more information on CIMdata’s PLM Certificate Program visit our website 
at http://www.cimdata.com/services/education/plm_certificate.html 
 
The CIMdata 2013 PLM Certificate Program schedule is as follows: 
Newport Beach, California, USA – February 25-March 1 
Amsterdam, The Netherlands – April 22-26 
Ann Arbor, MI – May 13-17 
Oslo, Norway – June 10-14 
Boston, Massachusetts, USA – September 16-20 
Birmingham, UK – October 21-25 
Ann Arbor, Michigan, USA – December 2-6 
 
About the CIMdata PLM Certificate Program 
The CIMdata PLM Certificate Program consists of nine educational sessions. These sessions can be 
completed by either attending the full program delivered over five consecutive days or attending the pre-

http://www.cimdata.com/services/education/plm_certificate.html
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requisite core PLM Certificate sessions offered over three consecutive days and at a later time, within a 
12-month period, completing the remaining sessions over two consecutive days. 
 
The CIMdata PLM Certificate Program is available to industrial companies who are considering and/or 
implementing PLM, and to PLM solution suppliers. The program is built on CIMdata’s close to 30 years 
of extensive worldwide experience guiding industrial companies in successfully defining and 
implementing best-in-class PLM strategies and tactics. 
 
About CIMdata 
CIMdata, a leading independent worldwide firm, provides strategic management consulting to maximize 
an enterprise’s ability to design and deliver innovative products and services through the application of 
Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) solutions. Since its founding in 1983, CIMdata has delivered 
world-class knowledge, expertise, and best-practice methods on PLM solutions. These solutions 
incorporate both business processes and a wide-ranging set of PLM-enabling technologies. 
 
CIMdata works with both industrial organizations and suppliers of technologies and services seeking 
competitive advantage in the global economy. In addition to consulting, CIMdata conducts research, 
provides PLM-focused subscription services, and produces several commercial publications. The 
company also provides industry education through PLM certificate programs, seminars, and conferences 
worldwide. CIMdata serves clients around the world from offices in North America, Europe, and Asia- 
Pacific. To learn more about CIMdata’s services, visit our website at www.CIMdata.com, follow us on 
Twitter: http://twitter.com/CIMdataPLMNews, or contact CIMdata at: 3909 Research Park Drive, Ann 
Arbor, MI 48108, USA. Tel: +1 734.668.9922. Fax: +1 734.668.1957; or at Oogststraat 20, 6004 CV 
Weert, The Netherlands. Tel: +31 (0) 495.533.666. 
 

Click here to return to Contents 

Top Story 
Siemens’ JT Data Format Accepted as the World’s First ISO International Standard for Viewing and 
Sharing Lightweight 3D Product Information 
17 December 2012 
 
Siemens’ JT™ data format, a lightweight data format that makes it possible to view and share digital 3D 
product information in real-time throughout all phases of the product’s lifecycle, has been approved by 
the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) as an International Standard. JT enhances 
collaboration by enabling manufacturers to move 3D product data seamlessly and instantly among the 
large number of computer-aided design (CAD) and product lifecycle management (PLM) software 
applications supporting the standard. With its acceptance as the world’s first ISO International Standard 
for lightweight 3D visualization, JT will enable manufacturers to free themselves from dependence on 
vendor’s proprietary formats and more easily extend the use of 3D visualization and collaboration 
throughout their business. 

http://www.cimdata.com/
http://www.plm.automation.siemens.com/en_us/products/open/jtopen/index.shtml
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“General Motors has used the JT file format for more than a decade as part of our PLM strategy for 
lightweight 3D visualization and collaboration,” said Nick Bell, CIO Global Product Development, 
General Motors. "JT allows our team to easily communicate design data across the enterprise and our 
supply chain, improving our ability to communicate and collaborate visually. For this reason, we are 
very pleased to see JT finally recognized as an ISO International Standard.” 
 
“Over the past 15 years JT has experienced global adoption as an open format for sharing and 
visualizing 3D product data and has become a common language for 3D collaboration in PLM,” said 
Chuck Grindstaff, CEO and president, Siemens PLM Software. “The acceptance of JT as an ISO 
standard will further accelerate its adoption, thereby improving product development productivity and 
efficiency for the global manufacturing industry. Today’s announcement is a historic milestone for PLM 
open standards and further reinforces Siemens’ overall commitment to an open business model that 
benefits the entire industry.” 
 
Siemens PLM Software worked closely with ProSTEP iViP, a global consortium committed to 
advancing open standards, to complete the process of gaining ISO International Standard status for JT. 
ProSTEP iViP was also instrumental in the publication of the JT File Format Reference document as a 
Publicly Available Specification (ISO PAS 14306) in October 2009, which was the first step towards 
becoming an International Standard. 
 
“As a recognized leader in guiding the development of standards for industry, ProSTEP iViP is pleased 
to have JT achieve the status of International Standard. The need for a globally accepted lightweight 3D 
data definition has now been met. Standards offer industry a path toward consistent software 
implementations and JT’s new status reinforces its role in that effort,” Dr. Steven Vettermann, General 
Manager, ProSTEP iViP. 
 
ISO IS14306 provides a detailed and comprehensive description of the JT data format enabling 
corporations and software vendors the ability to further leverage JT in their PLM workflow and software 
applications. JT acceptance was coordinated through TC 184 / SC4, the ISO body responsible for 
Industrial Data, through a global ballot process. 
 
For more information on JT, please visit www.jtopen.com. 
 

Click here to return to Contents 

Acquisitions 
AVEVA Acquires Global Majic’s Simulation Software Suite 
17 December 2012 
 

http://www.jtopen.com/
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AVEVA today announced the acquisition of all assets relating to the advanced visualisation and 
simulation software of Global Majic Software, Inc. (GMS). This strategic acquisition includes all 
Intellectual Property Rights which will be used to support AVEVA’s growing simulation offering for 
plant Owner Operators. The highly skilled GMS team will become a part of AVEVA’s simulation 
development programme to deliver world-class 3D interactive virtual environments to our customers. 
GMS’s industry-proven simulation products complement AVEVA’s existing visualisation technology 
by providing an immersive environment that enables virtual access to plant facilities for the purposes of 
inspection, training and maintenance review, minimising the need to expose staff to on-site hazards. 
 
The acquisition also brings immediate benefits to AVEVA’s laser technology that makes it possible to 
cost-effectively create ’as-built’ 3D models of existing facilities. These accurate 3D models are 
increasing the demand for simulation environments in which Owner Operators can safely and remotely 
train contractors and staff in a highly realistic virtual environment away from the dangers of on-site 
working. 
 
'Plant Owner Operators are increasingly looking at software to help innovate, improve safety and 
generate efficiencies', added Derek Middlemas, COO and Head of Enterprise Solutions, AVEVA. 'Our 
customers have a business imperative to understand every aspect of their operating assets. The GMS 
software in combination with our own technology will bring a vastly improved simulation experience 
enabling a reduction in the number of people exposed to hazardous on-site working environments while 
improving operational efficiency.' 
 
'We have many years’ experience creating high-quality virtual environments for clients who need to 
safely train and familiarise staff on dangerous or difficult to access sites,' said Gary Hufford, CEO, 
Global Majic Software Inc. 'When AVEVA first approached us and suggested we join them, we 
immediately recognised the exciting benefits that we can offer to our joint customers. We share the same 
vision about the increasingly important role that virtual environments will play in enhancing asset 
performance and reducing operational risk and look forward to bringing our products to AVEVA’s 
customers.' 
 
'Over many decades we have continually brought forward innovation in the field of plant visualisation,' 
said Richard Longdon, Chief Executive Officer, AVEVA. 'The addition of the GMS team is further 
proof of our commitment to this ideal. I am delighted to welcome our new colleagues and their advanced 
simulation software to AVEVA. The acquisition enables us to take a major step forward which will 
further differentiate AVEVA from our competitors by delivering advanced simulation capabilities 
around the digital plant that will provide significant time, cost and safety benefits to our customers.' 
 

Click here to return to Contents 

Company News 
AVEVA Opens New Training Centre in India 
18 December 2012 
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AVEVA announced today its opening of a new training facility in Mumbai, India on 11 January 2013. 
The announcement follows the recent opening of a new sales and support office, supporting AVEVA’s 
expansion plans in the important Indian region. Based in the Powai suburb of Mumbai, the new centre 
will significantly expand the current training capacity with a dedicated team of qualified staff. The 
training provided at the Mumbai facility will cover the entire range of AVEVA’s software products and 
solutions. 
 
“As with other emerging economies, Indian businesses require a strong support network for training 
employees in important engineering disciplines, enabling projects to start quickly and efficiently”, said 
Navtej Garewal, SVP - Head of India, AVEVA. “AVEVA software offers this benefit and great interest 
has been shown in both the public and private sectors for AVEVA-trained and certified users. We will 
support our customers and their staff to gain the skill sets required for major plant and marine projects 
by offering advanced courses across our product portfolios. Participants are welcomed from a wide 
variety of engineering industries and organisations. On successful completion of the training, each 
participant will be certified by AVEVA.” 
 
“This recent expansion, following that in Mumbai and Hyderabad, further demonstrates AVEVA’s 
commitment to the Indian market,” said Evgeny Fedotov, Senior Vice President, Russia, India & Middle 
East, AVEVA. “We will continue to invest in India in order to provide better support for our customers, 
working with them to develop staff skill sets for such critical industries as Power and Oil & Gas.” 
 
For more Information on AVEVA’s training opportunities email training.india@aveva.com or telephone 
+91 (0)22 67368402. 
 

Click here to return to Contents 
 

CADline Earns Autodesk Simulation Specialization 
14 December 2012 
 
CADline Ltd, announced that it has earned the new Simulation Specialization designation for value 
added resellers from Autodesk, Inc. As an Autodesk Specialized Partner, CADline Ltd has shown that 
they have made significant investment in their people, they have a solid business plan specific to their 
specialization area, they have customer references, and that they can provide a high level of knowledge, 
experience and support to customers in the AEC, Process and Plant, Structural Analysis and 
Manufacturing industries. 
 
The new Autodesk Partner Specializations enable value added resellers to highlight and brand their 
expertise in delivering services in key industry areas. By completing the required curriculum and 
training, as well as meeting required levels of service and standards set by Autodesk, CADline Ltd 
demonstrates through their strong customer service and support in sales what it means to be a trusted 

mailto:training.india@aveva.com
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adviser to Autodesk customers throughout the world. 
 
“We are delighted to be awarded the simulation specialisation accreditation by Autodesk and to be 
recognised as an industry leader by our customers who, as always, have been highly supportive 
throughout the process” said Claire Bass, Client Services Director at CADline Ltd. “The dedication of 
our sales and technical teams has been rewarded and we are now in the best place possible to support 
our customers in this specialist field.” 
 

Click here to return to Contents 

CENIT Accredited for Dassault Systèmes ICEM Portfolio 
17 December 2012 
 
CENIT AG is now also accredited for the ICEM product line by Dassault Systèmes. The accreditation 
extends to the entire DACH region, i.e. Germany, Austria and Switzerland. 
 
ICEM Surf and CATIA ICEM Shape Design are highly efficient tools for surface modeling in virtual 
product development processes. As a supplement to existing CAD environments, ICEM adapts to the 
processes involved in product development. Particularly in sectors such as automotive or aero-space 
engineering, simplified visualization and surface modeling functions are an important aspect of product 
development. 
 
ICEM can be deployed independently of the CAD environment, either as a supplement to the CATIA 
product portfolio or as a stand-alone solution. 
 
As Value Added Reseller, CENIT is accredited for the entire Dassault Systèmes PLM portfolio – 
CATIA V5/V6, DELMIA, DYMOLA, SIMULIA, ENOVIA, and 3DVia Composer. With its product 
and services portfolio, CENIT supports manufacturing enterprises from industries such as mechanical 
engineering, renewable energies, automotive and aerospace, focusing on trends including sustainability 
and resource efficiency in a global engineering environment. 
 

Click here to return to Contents 

Bentley Systems Named ‘Company of the Year’ at Construction Computing Awards 2012 
18 December 2012 
 
Bentley Systems, Incorporated, announced that it was named “Company of the Year” at the 
Construction Computing Awards 2012 (also known as The Hammers) program held at The Hotel 
Russell, Russell Square, in London. In addition, Bentley’s AECOsim Building Designer software won in 
the “Building Services Product of the Year” category, and Bentley was named runner-up in three 
categories: “Construction Computing SuperBrand of 2012,” “Mobile Product of the Year” for Bentley 

http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.bentley.com%2Fen-US%2FProducts%2FAECOsim%2BBuilding%2BDesigner%2F&esheet=50511564&lan=en-US&anchor=AECOsim+Building+Designer&index=1&md5=7ab8022b4f5772ac5f815e97688182e8
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.bentley.com%2Fen-US%2Ffree%2Bsoftware%2F&esheet=50511564&lan=en-US&anchor=Bentley+Navigator+for+the+iPad&index=2&md5=edf017347f99bf220f86e41a3ff43154
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Navigator for the iPad, and “Structural Design Product of the Year” for STAAD.Pro with STAAD 
Foundation Advanced. The Construction Computing Awards showcase and acknowledge technology, 
tools, and solutions for the effective design, construction, maintenance, and modification of commercial 
buildings, residential and social housing, and civil engineering projects of all sizes. The winners are 
selected by Construction Computing magazine’s readership, which includes IT professionals in 
construction, product, project design and service companies, and a panel of influential industry experts 
that judges the project categories. 
 
David Chadwick, editor, CAD User and Construction Computing – U.K., said, “The ‘Company of the 
Year Award’ recognizes an organization for outstanding achievement in software for designing, 
building, and/or operating infrastructure. This year’s winner, Bentley Systems, was selected by our 
readership for its commitment to and advancements in information mobility across the many disciplines 
that participate in sustaining infrastructure throughout its lifecycle. Here in the U.K., the information 
sharing and reuse that Bentley software facilitates are evidenced in numerous projects, including 
Crossrail, the largest construction project in Europe. Crossrail initially employed Bentley software, 
including its ProjectWise system of collaboration servers and services, during its design work and now 
is putting it to use in this mega project’s construction phase. By selecting Bentley for the ‘Company of 
the Year Award,’ as well as ‘Building Services Product of the Year,’ our readers recognize its invaluable 
contribution to infrastructure technology. I applaud the entire Bentley organization for this well-
deserved acknowledgement of its many achievements.” 
 
Commenting on the awards, Huw Roberts, Bentley vice president, core marketing, said, “It’s truly an 
honor to be named ‘Company of the Year’ by the readers of this esteemed publication, and for AECOsim 
Building Designer to be recognized for its provision of information-rich multidisciplinary models for the 
design, simulation, analysis, and documentation of buildings. These awards affirm the value 
infrastructure professionals place on information mobility, and are a testament to Bentley Systems’ 
leadership in enabling information mobility spanning disciplines across the infrastructure lifecycle 
through our innovative software and services. We thank Construction Computing’s readers for this 
acknowledgement, and its editors for the work they do in providing valuable information to construction 
professionals around the world.” 
 
For additional information about the Construction Computing Awards 2012, 
visit www.constructioncomputingawards.co.uk. 
 

Click here to return to Contents 

Hankook Delcam wins Award for Excellence in Sustainability Management 
20 December 2012 
 
Last month, Hankook Delcam, Delcam’s Joint Venture in South Korea, won the award for Excellence in 
Sustainability Management at the Corporate Sustainability Management Awards held by the South 
Korean Ministry of Knowledge and Economy and co-sponsored by the country’s Small and Medium 
Business Administrator. 

http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.bentley.com%2Fen-US%2Ffree%2Bsoftware%2F&esheet=50511564&lan=en-US&anchor=Bentley+Navigator+for+the+iPad&index=2&md5=edf017347f99bf220f86e41a3ff43154
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.bentley.com%2Fen-US%2FProducts%2FSTAAD.Pro%2F&esheet=50511564&lan=en-US&anchor=STAAD.Pro&index=3&md5=9f97cfbfcb3cd66ddab2b919ff3d6ac4
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.bentley.com%2Fen-US%2FProducts%2FSTAAD.foundation%2F&esheet=50511564&lan=en-US&anchor=STAAD+Foundation+Advanced&index=4&md5=01f9459faef720a12c5830e88529bee4
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.bentley.com%2Fen-US%2FProducts%2FSTAAD.foundation%2F&esheet=50511564&lan=en-US&anchor=STAAD+Foundation+Advanced&index=4&md5=01f9459faef720a12c5830e88529bee4
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.Bentley.com%2FProjectWise&esheet=50511564&lan=en-US&anchor=ProjectWise&index=5&md5=ec4fcc2f401470b02607ada7bd60a36c
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.constructioncomputingawards.co.uk%2F&esheet=50511564&lan=en-US&anchor=www.constructioncomputingawards.co.uk&index=6&md5=82841d27605008853173f557e1f6c3d5
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The purpose of this award is to raise awareness of sustainability management by promoting best practice 
in corporate social responsibility, as well as encouraging companies to be involved more actively in 
sustainability management. 
 
Hankook Delcam has been given the award in general recognition of company’s contribution to social 
responsibility for last twenty-two years, emphasised by its management mission to "lead national 
prosperity by providing the best technology to Korea’s manufacturing industry”. Under the leadership of 
its President, Chan-Oong Jeong, Hankook Delcam has undertaken various activities to create social 
value, especially improving productivity by technical presentations at its annual user group conference, 
providing free training, and promoting the latest technologies in manufacturing industry. 
 
Hankook Delcam also has been a major contributor to the development of engineering education. In 
total, it has donated US$ 7.5 million worth of software to domestic colleges and universities, and has 
also encouraged technicians for the future by hosting the company’s Global CAM Skills Competition. 
 
In a related move to help overcome the shortage of engineers, Hankook Delcam is providing a school-
work link service to more than 70 companies and academic partners. This scheme trains students with 
the hands-on skills that manufacturing companies demand and also connects the students to potential 
employers. 
 
Accepting the Award, Mr. Jeong said, "I’m very excited that Hankook Delcam has been recognised in 
this way, especially as we are the first company from the CAD/CAM industry to receive the award since 
it was implemented in 2006. I will continue to pursue sustainable management philosophies contributing 
to the development of the country’s manufacturing technology and creating customer value.” 
 

Click here to return to Contents 

Multi-Year Collaboration Agreement Between Astrium and ESI Group 
17 December 2012 
 
ESI Group announces the signature of a protocol for a multi-year strategic collaboration agreement 
with Astrium Officially signed in Paris on November 16, 2012 during the Astrium R&T days, this 
agreement aims at developing Virtual Prototyping technologies and promoting Virtual Engineering in 
the space domain, and addresses critical needs in the design and manufacture of next generation 
launchers. 
 
“Such an evolution cannot be conducted using the traditional approach of trial and error on increasingly 
expensive ‘real’ physical prototypes. Virtual Prototyping enables the mandatory early evaluation of 
design and fabrication alternatives, and allows the rapid corrections of identified deficiencies.” 
 

http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.esi-group.com%2Fcorporate%2FAbout_us%2F&esheet=50509890&lan=en-US&anchor=ESI+Group&index=1&md5=6ca8c965c275e1e88856f915b40478fc
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.astrium.eads.net%2F&esheet=50509890&lan=en-US&anchor=Astrium&index=3&md5=0236e76c0b5c20bd1f1227b15dba0c2e
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Astrium and ESI Group have implemented this long-term collaboration agreement with the intent to 
jointly ”co-create” new and innovative technologies, processes, and development methodologies for the 
space industry and its next generation launchers. The objective of this collaboration is to enable the 
space industry to rapidly build robust virtual prototypes of components, subsystems and systems of the 
new and improved launchers at various and early stages of the design and development cycle. 
 
At the signing ceremony held in Paris on November 16, Hervé Gilibert, CTO and CQO of Astrium 
Space Transportation, described the collaborative intent of this agreement: 
“For Astrium, today’s agreement with ESI Group sets a new standard in how we collaborate with our 
key industrial partners. Our intent is to align objectives and join forces to drive Astrium and its partners 
to the leading edge of global innovation, in order to maintain and reinforce the European leadership of 
Ariane in the global commercial launch services market. 
 
The relationship of Astrium with ESI dates back to the 70’s before the creation of the EADS group, 
when ESI successfully accompanied the development of numerical simulation in the aerospace and 
aeronautical industry with the European Space Agency ESA/ESTEC. ESI has continued to pioneer 
Virtual Prototyping worldwide, primarily in the automotive industry where it has achieved most 
spectacular results. 
 
Today both parties are convinced that a joint collaborative effort between Astrium and ESI is the best 
partnership solution to address the new global challenges of the space industry. We’re setting the scene 
for the next generation of space vehicles and technologies, while promoting Virtual Prototyping and 
Virtual Engineering.” 
 
Eric Daubourg, COO of ESI France added: “Under this multi-year agreement, ESI is fully committed to 
supporting Astrium-ST in its quest for new methodologies in Virtual Prototyping that address the 
specific requirements of advanced space technologies. Our partnership with Astrium and the space 
community will enhance the national and international recognition of launcher and space technologies 
developed in Europe.” 
 
Despite being at the forefront of technology, the European space industry must indeed face global 
challenges that are rising with the arrival of new international players. In this environment, the overall 
performance of launchers and their modularity and flexibility to accommodate customers’ needs must 
keep improving while manufacturing and operating costs must be drastically reduced. New designs, new 
manufacturing processes, and new multi material solutions have to be invented, tested, validated, and 
certified in record time. 
 
Vincent Chaillou, COO, ESI Group concluded: “Such an evolution cannot be conducted using the 
traditional approach of trial and error on increasingly expensive ‘real’ physical prototypes. Virtual 
Prototyping enables the mandatory early evaluation of design and fabrication alternatives, and allows the 
rapid corrections of identified deficiencies.” 
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NC-Based I-Cubed Hires More Than 45 New Employees in 2012 and Increases Annual Revenue for 
the Sixth Straight Year 
18 December 2012 
 
I-Cubed, an enterprise systems integrator specializing in PLM consulting, data migration and enterprise 
web and application services, continues to expand through the addition of more than 45 new employees 
in 2012 while growing revenue and broadening services. 
 
“Through a global recession, I-Cubed has shown 30 percent annual revenue growth since 2007,” said 
Donald A. Thompson, President and CEO of I-Cubed. “We’re proud of what we’ve accomplished, but 
it’s just the beginning. Our enterprise web content management services team is in high demand, 
doubling in size to meet the needs of our clients. Our newly established project management office has 
quickly grown to 10 employees and we continue to acquire new clients while growing repeat business 
from our PLM and data migration practices.” 
 
Hiring has taken place in all departments, including positions in management, technical consulting and 
operations. Executive hires have helped to position the company for future growth, including Doug 
Driver, CFO and VP of Operations, and Darin Sensabaugh, Director of Migration Services.  Driver has 
worked with I-Cubed for years through his former role with Wells Fargo and Sensabaugh has more than 
20 years of technical experience in PLM, PTC Windchill software and data migration. 
 
Located on North Carolina State University’s Centennial Campus, I-Cubed has hired a majority of its 
new employees from North Carolina while others have relocated to the Raleigh area.  
 
I-Cubed is still heavily recruiting software engineers and experienced technical consultants. A full 
listing of available openings can be found on I-Cubed’s website.  
 

Click here to return to Contents 

New Radan Reseller in Denmark  
17 December 2012 
 
Radan has appointed the newly-formed Camsoft company as a reseller in Denmark. Camsoft is run by 
Torsten Woldbye Cornett, who has five years experience in the sheet metal industry. “As the world’s 
most powerful sheet metal CAD/CAM software, Radan is our main business focus,” he says. 
 
His sheet metal background includes working as a production engineer, applications engineer, 
programmer, trainer and sales engineer. Having recently undertaken an extensive market study of the 
industry in Denmark, Torsten Woldbye Cornett feels that Radan will be able to help many companies 

http://www.i-cubed.com/careers/careers-overview/
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take their business to the next level. 
 
Camsoft joins the Radan stable at exactly the right time – just as the latest release, Radan 2013, has 
become available. New developments provide considerably improved support for multi-tools, meaning 
they are much easier to use. “This will be prove to be extremely valuable to companies in Denmark.” 
 
He says the traditional way of setting up multi-tools in the machine system data file is cumbersome and 
time-consuming. However, a major concept change in Radan 2013 provides considerable support for 
multi-tools.  
 
“Radan takes the principle that a multi-tool is a tool, not a turret, which has implications as to how 
multi-tools are deployed in the software and configured and manipulated by users. In Radan 2013 multi-
tool configurations are deployed by taking the ‘variable (to buy)’ for the machine tool in question.  
 
“For example, a configuration for a Trumpf machine will have the definitions – the shape and number of 
stations – of all multi-tools the customer may purchase for their machine tool, without allocating it to a 
tool station at that time. This is less work-intensive and more flexible than the traditional system of 
always allocating a multi-tool to a station.” 
 
The combination of all enhancements in Radan 2013 provides greater automation while still giving the 
user manual options if required. It contains key enhancements to the navigational tools, increasing 
accessibility to functions; along with improved integration of Radband; and the addition of colour 
making it easier to identify parts, both pre and post production. 
 
Colour: Parts in nest projects now have colour assigned to them. In total 32 different colours are 
distributed over the items in the parts list. The nesting colours are also used when generating the setup 
sheet. 
 
Nesting: Single Part Layout (SPL) has been integrated with nest projects. A new setting is available in 
the SPL dialog to specify whether or not to allow overproduction. Where multiple sheets are needed, 
SPL will generate a sheet count that will or will not satisfy the batch quantity. Where not enough parts 
are required to fill a sheet, if overproduction is not allowed the sheet will be left half-empty.  
 
The SPL dialog can now be used to edit a nest produced by the automatic nester with only a single part 
on it, to modify clearances, etc., which has not been possible previously.   
 
3D: Third-party file formats can now be imported by ‘dropping’ a file onto the 3D window. The 
resulting parts will be placed at the current work space. The user confirms the material before the import 
is completed, along with the thickness if this is not to be calculated automatically. 
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Radbend:  New Radbend CAD interfaces for Inventor and SolidWorks have been introduced, so 
Radbend can be used a bend simulation tool for engineering. 
 
Radan 3D and Radbend: The improved connection between Radan 3D and Radbend allows parametric 
programming of parts. After a change to the 3D model in Radan 3D, the Radbend program (tool 
selection and fingerstop positioning) is automatically updated. 
 
Single Click Selection: In Radan 2013, geometry can be selected using just a single click. This new 
selection method can be used to copy geometry (jump to cursor) or grabbing parts. 
 
Torsten Woldbye Cornett says: “Extensive research and ongoing development ensures Radan constantly 
enables users to gain the absolute maximum performance from their CNC machines and the CAM 
process for sheet metal, maintaining a competitive edge.”  
 

Click here to return to Contents 
 

New TCS Campus at Rajarhat to Employ 16,500 IT and BPO Professionals 
20 December 2012 
 
Tata Consultancy Services (TCS), announced that its new software development campus at Rajarhat will 
be functional by the end of the financial year 2014-15. The new campus spread over 40 acres of land, 
once completed will house over 16,500 seats and is being constructed with an investment of Rs 13500 
million approximately.  
 
The campus will be built in two phases, with the first phase to be completed in the first quarter of 2014 
and the second phase by the fourth quarter of the year. In the first phase, 7,000 seats will be ready, with 
the remaining 9,500 seats being completed in phase two.  
 
The Rajarhat campus will offer TCS employees a world-class and holistic work environment with 
facilities like amphitheater, auditorium, cafeterias, libraries and large green open spaces. The campus 
will house fitness facilities like tennis courts, a basketball court and a gymnasium for employees as well 
as temporary accommodation. 
 
Using sustainable, local materials for construction as well as by deploying green technologies effectively 
across the campus, TCS will aim to get the highest LEED certification to demonstrate its effectiveness 
in considerably reduce the environmental footprint of the campus. Some of the salient features include 
the following: 

• Generation of 850 kilowatts of solar power for campus use 
• Zero waste discharge facility with bio digester, which will turn waste into gas for cooking 
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• Sewerage treatment plant, which will recycle water for use in landscaping and air conditioning 
• Extensive rain water harvesting to recharge aquifers in the area 
• Green cover of 3,500 plantations 

 
S Mahalingam, Chief Financial Officer & Executive Director, TCS, said, “Our growing presence in 
Kolkata continues to be of strategic importance for our overall business growth. We remain committed 
to working in close collaboration with all stakeholders in the state to help development of local talent 
and provide our customers with world-class IT solutions from this location.” 
 
Commenting on the new facility, Ajoy Mukherjee, Executive Vice President and Global Head, Human 
Resources, TCS, said, “The new TCS Rajarhat facility will drive the next phase of our growth in the 
eastern region and help us access skilled professionals and students from in and around Kolkata. Our 
investment will also help catalyze further development of the talent and IT ecosystem in the area.” 
 

Click here to return to Contents 

Paragon Invests in Targeted Solutions for EMC Documentum D2 
19 December 2012 
 
Paragon Solutions, an advisory consulting and systems integration firm, announced that as a participant 
in the Documentum D2 4.0 Early Access Program (EAP), the company has made a significant 
investment in the development of solutions in support of the new user interface technology. Paragon was 
selected as one of EMC’s few premiere partners to participate in the D2 EAP, which was designed to 
help accelerate the product’s adoption and encourage development of partner solutions and/or integrated 
technologies. 
 
“Paragon has been working throughout 2012 on developing focused solutions for migrating our clients 
from their existing content management platforms to the new D2 platform,” said Director of Enterprise 
Content Management Doug Vargo. “Relying on our industry proven frameworks for application 
and content migrations enables us to actively build and deploy solutions that meet each client’s needs at 
a significant cost savings,” he said. 
 
Paragon was asked to participate in the D2 4.0 Early Access Program in April 2012. A limited number 
of partners were provided early access to D2 to confirm quality, functionality, usability and ease of 
deployment in preparation for general product release. In July, Paragon was invited to join the next 
phase of the program, the D2 Rapid Success Program (RSP). As part of the RSP, Paragon and other 
select partners were granted access to the general availability (GA) product to ensure successful early 
deployments and provide direction for future releases of D2. 
 
Due to its extensive expertise in Life Sciences, Paragon has been focused on solving enterprise content 
management problems that address today’s compliance and efficiency challenges on the EMC 
Documentum platform. EMC’s Documentum D2 platform contains a Life Sciences Q&M module 

http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.consultparagon.com%2Fservices%2Finformation-management%2Fenterprise-content-management.html%2F%3Futm_source%3Dbusinesswire%26utm_medium%3Dpressrelease%26utm_campaign%3Dpr20121219&esheet=50513014&lan=en-US&anchor=Enterprise+Content+Management&index=1&md5=4acbf14679276550b297f3fa4467d5cb
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.consultparagon.com%2Fservices%2Finformation-management%2Fenterprise-content-management.html%2F%3Futm_source%3Dbusinesswire%26utm_medium%3Dpressrelease%26utm_campaign%3Dpr20121219&esheet=50513014&lan=en-US&anchor=Enterprise+Content+Management&index=1&md5=4acbf14679276550b297f3fa4467d5cb
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.consultparagon.com%2Fservices%2Finformation-management%2Fconsolidation-and-migration.html%2F%3Futm_source%3Dbusinesswire%26utm_medium%3Dpressrelease%26utm_campaign%3Dpr20121219&esheet=50513014&lan=en-US&anchor=content+migrations&index=2&md5=4c7b1234ffa3315c35baebbd486e4999
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control platform that provides governance, tools, document control functionality and embedded industry 
models, such as DIA reference models and 21 CFR Part 11. 
 
As a preferred EMC partner, Paragon has been selected to participate in similar EMC beta programs in 
the past including: the EMC SourceOne eDiscovery Kazeon Controlled Release Program in 2010; the 
xCP 2.0 Charter Application Program (CAP), Early Access Program (EAP) and Rapid Success 
Programs (RSP) which completed in October 2012; and the Captiva 7.0 EAP which will finalize by 
year-end 2012. 
 

Click here to return to Contents 

Sabalcore, CD-adapco Sponsor UM Formula SAE Team 
14 December 2012 
 
Sabalcore Computing Inc., a high performance computing (HPC) cloud service provider, and CD-
adapco, a provider of computer-aided engineering (CAE) software, have teamed to support the 
University of Missouri-Columbia (UM) Formula SAE racing team for the 2012-2013 season. 
 
Each year the University of Missouri-Columbia designs and builds a quarter-scale formula-style race car 
from scratch to compete against other universities in various design judging and dynamic racing events. 
It is a very competitive design series and vehicle computer aided dynamics simulation has become a 
very important part of designing a winning car. 
 
Students will use CD-adapco's STAR-CCM+ for advanced aerodynamics simulations on their vehicle. 
Their simulations require large amounts of processing power to model complex aerodynamics 
simulations. Due to limitations in the university's computational resources, the time to run advanced 
simulations becomes very prohibitive to the design process. To solve this problem, Sabalcore has 
donated processing time on their HPC Cloud service allowing UM remote access to Sabalcore's 
powerful compute resources on-demand. CD-adapco donated STAR-CCM+ Power-On-Demand which 
makes using HPC efficient and cost effective. Students are able to quickly and easily scale up their 
computational resources. 
 
"Sabalcore has become a very popular compute resource for CAE. As a matter of fact, STAR-CCM+ is 
now the most popular commercial application used on our systems." said Dr. Kevin. Van Workum, CTO 
Sabalcore Computing Inc. "We are happy to sponsor the University of Missouri-Columbia Formula SAE 
Racing Team. With Sabalcore's high performance computing services, the students will solve larger and 
more detailed problems that they could not otherwise solve." 
 
The Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) is a non-profit educational and scientific organization 
dedicated to advancing mobility technology for use in everyday life. The Formula SAE competition 
requires SAE student members from universities around the world to conceive, design, fabricate, and 
compete with single-seat, open-wheel race cars. 
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VCollab and intrinSIM Announce a New Partnership with MSC Software Corporation 
19 December 2012 
 
MSC Software Corporation announced a new marketing partnership with to promote and distribute 
the VCollab family of products. VCollab will be offered immediately as a standalone product and will 
be deeply integrated into MSC Software's SimManager, providing a means to share, collaborate and 
review 3D simulation data. 
 
Key benefits include: 

• Automatic 3D sharable model upon import and after any simulation automatically generated in 
SimManager 

• Compresses results files up to 98% allowing sharing of results via the internet and as long term 
archives in SimManager 

• Strong support for many native CAD & CAE model & results formats, including MSC Nastran, 
Patran and Marc as well as 3rd party solvers 

• Ability to overlay multiple results for quick comparisons and engineering decision making 
• Light format that can be embedded into generated SimManager reports 
• Instantaneous sharing & review using a single viewer for multiple disciplines 

 
"VCollab provides a light weight 3D way to visualize and share design and CAE information in 
SimManager allowing engineers to collaborate and make critical engineering decisions right from their 
browser," explains Leo Kilfoy, General Manager of Simulation Process and Data Management Business 
Unit at MSC. 
 

Click here to return to Contents 

WorkNC CAD/CAM Vendor, Sescoi, Expands its Indian Office 
18 December 2012 
 
Booming business in India has made it essential for Sescoi to move offices to provide room for more 
engineers, and extra training facilities for its customers. 
 
The new office address is Sescoi India Solutions Pvt. Ltd., Vasudha Equinox, Office No:- 405,406 & 
407, S. No- 5/12, C.T.S. No:- 2504, Mumbai - Pune Highway, Bopodi 411003, Pune, India. Telephone 
+91 20 46701586 and +91 20 46701587. 
 
The company’s WorkNC CAD/CAM software has proved extremely popular amongst leading Indian 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=001218kHiGpYnPXdmEgEfm_SFCreu2wUpXdUeC9wsH-m9rMpzF9KO8yKUizs0nNmUYXMep6UAa8_H5ISAPnz7V5HcwtQkciSs8Thhm2nyKxLzKsvA7uVeXwgXErVpS_5JtfaeR_paoYp3hzr6yY9bv-Hshj9PP5WnCl8J6qu3eZCcUoEzJPuw4vDBDdAB9kVsZsNYBI2nW7y8BcTySGeRHgghkiOT4faqRb0KpsPhd30kuyztD1FFO7xrhXRHdjBLDHUGWFhvJIgo_RkvIvyv57rA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=001218kHiGpYnNS-oum8jIgqZhEi4EL3jczTJtMZEUwWinxJPG3lneM6k1AspBYFNatrgNe0A9VUuTwZJstKjIdXu2ibA5UW4EN5hTNdr_iyv-tShdRWKnh_tbGqXx26mmL1elHMpLVM2LdGM_tTK2qEdMqsQ9cCHbmuyc2mRDS1JN0QvN3O3tt92k2kSlhuRVm8dYh2-JP9XcKQ2usz5OQrmC7RWuzi04fJHF0JoheHtjE1NprwXapB3agw3ZLfBlXiwaLMpHMDVk=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=001218kHiGpYnPXdmEgEfm_SFCreu2wUpXdUeC9wsH-m9rMpzF9KO8yKUizs0nNmUYXMep6UAa8_H5ISAPnz7V5HcwtQkciSs8Thhm2nyKxLzKsvA7uVeXwgXErVpS_5JtfaeR_paoYp3hzr6yY9bv-Hshj9PP5WnCl8J6qu3eZCcUoEzJPuw4vDBDdAB9kVsZsNYBI2nW7y8BcTySGeRHgghkiOT4faqRb0KpsPhd30kuyztD1FFO7xrhXRHdjBLDHUGWFhvJIgo_RkvIvyv57rA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=001218kHiGpYnMGax_ByUyhjE_iAFJTUd-CNlVRGxalC45QGalAQofsIWqEEmgQQs6G7zVMjMEwb9dHfWOBGAOndV2tuuzTXVmVuleOhI76B716eunBbgtOtpB3KdRCfjKEFgbhj5i4oxuNELvkIOJVDzh9r7zAm8J694aBUAgx0HEyMWgNg1HvwzABwZO8CLaXBXAZR_OPLS-7Kk4dabE7NQOcGJ2MK7eP7VTeVTSpQue2KuRrfeQ8fkgzYBw2XE2a94BOhhoFsaaVRsCoeaLOTcQNKC1-v1kXwAe654-1vab8H9hdqk-VK8saR_fZiI6HpzOGlz-0c2sRAyj94Zv6t4_Z641KzwYt
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manufacturers including Bharat Forge, the second largest forging company in the world, and part of the 
$1.2 billion Kalyani Group; and Sermo ARRK India, part of the €1.8 billion ARRK Group; as well as 
smaller mold making companies such as ALPS. 
 
Additionally, collaboration with the IMTMA (Indian Machine Tool Manufacturers Association) and 
TAGMA, the Tool & Gauge Manufacturer’s Association of India has helped to promote learning and 
expertise amongst Indian engineers through a series of highly popular road shows across the country and 
at the IMTMA’s Digital Factory in Bangalore. 
 
As well as WorkNC CAD/CAM software, Sescoi India sell and supports WorkNC Electrode for the 
design and machining of EDM electrodes, WorkPLAN ERP and job management software, and the 
WorkXPlore 3D high speed viewer and analysis software, which speeds up product development in a 
low cost environment. 
 
Sescoi’s ability to deliver a range of easy to use, advanced manufacturing techniques has been the key to 
its success in India. In particular, interest in WorkNC’s Auto 5 module has been sparked by a growth in 
demand for 5-axis machining technology. Companies such as Sridevi Tool Engineers have found it easy 
to produce 5-axis toolpaths with the software, using WorkNC’s ability to automatically convert 3-axis 
programs to 5-axis and, because the software is so easy to use, many companies are carrying out 
programming on the shop floor, increasing versatility and optimizing workforce performance. 
 
Frederic Benoliel, Sescoi’s Head of Operations for India, says, “The Indian economy is growing at an 
astonishing rate, and companies are becoming increasingly sophisticated in their requirements. Because 
our software has proved its value within leading automotive manufacturers and mold, die and 
toolmakers in Europe, we have the technology and the skills to help Indian engineers rapidly accelerate 
expertise, capability and productivity. Our new offices will give us the facilities necessary to service the 
growth in demand.” 
 

Click here to return to Contents 

Zuken CADSTAR Distributor Quadra Solutions Expands to Scandinavia 
18 December 2012 
 
Zuken is pleased to announce enhanced support for its Scandinavian CADSTAR users as UK-based 
distributor Quadra Solutions expands. 
 
Scandinavia is an increasingly important region for Zuken. Sales in Scandinavia of CADSTAR – 
Zuken’s desktop PCB design solution – have seen consistent growth. An established distributor such as 
Quadra Solutions is ideally positioned to offer expertise and long-term support for this region.  
 
“With EDA software becoming ever more complex, a software distributor needs a wealth of expert 

http://www.sescoi.com/case-studies/Bharat%20Forge%20uses%20WorkNC%20CADCAM%20for%20its%20cost%20effective,%20quality%20forgings
http://www.sescoi.com/case-studies/WorkNC%20eases%20the%20move%20to%205-axis%20machining%20at%20Indian%20toolmaker
http://www.zuken.com/en/products/pcb-design/cadstar
http://www.quadrasol.co.uk/
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knowledge to market, demonstrate, sell, offer training and support PCB design solutions such as 
Zuken’s CADSTAR” said Jeroen Leinders, Zuken CADSTAR Worldwide Sales Manager  
 
“Quadra Solutions has the capacity, track record and experience to offer current and future Scandinavian 
users complete service. We’re in the process of hiring a new Swedish and Norwegian-speaking 
salesperson, who will be based in Norway”  said Steve Dobson, Quadra Solutions Managing Director 
 
Quadra Solutions will work alongside existing distributors where possible helping to build the business 
and improve the CADSTAR customer experience. 
 
Quadra Solutions was named European CADSTAR Distributor of the Year for 2011-2012 – making this 
the fourth time they have earned this award. 
 
For further information about CADSTAR, see www.zuken.com/cadstar. 
 

Click here to return to Contents 

Events News 
Advanced Solutions to Showcase Autodesk Simulation 360 with a Lunch and Learn Series 
20 December 2012 
 
Moving beyond traditional simulation solutions, Autodesk Simulation 360 provides a new generation of 
cloud integrated simulation tools that deliver unrivaled computing power at an affordable price. Proven 
fast, accurate, and flexible technology offers design and engineering teams a better way to predict, 
optimize, and validate designs early in the development process. The Simulation 360 Lunch and Learn 
will showcase how IT professionals, engineering managers and engineers can use Autodesk® 
Simulation 360 to optimize their entire development process. 
 
The discussion, led by Parker Wright, an Autodesk Sales Development Executive, specializing in 
mechanical engineering and simulation, will highlight the how the right simulation tool can empower 
your team. 
 
Attendees will learn: 

• Cloud integration offering virtually infinite computing power 
• Full scope flow, thermal, and stress analysis capabilities 
• Improved product reliability and performance 
• Reductions in field maintenance, warranty costs and liability 
• Analysis tools to achieve sustainable, high performance buildings 

 

http://www.zuken.com/en/news/2012/06-zuken-names-quadra-solutions-as-european-cadstar-distributor-of-the-year
http://www.zuken.com/cadstar
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Advanced Solutions provides complimentary educational seminars and workshops to AEC and MFG 
industries on a regular basis. For more information, visit http://www.advancedsolutions.com/events/.  
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CAM Fully Integrated with the CAD Environment 
21 December 2012 
 
CAD/CAM software manufacturer OPEN MIND Technologies AG will present hyperMILL® 2012 at 
SolidWorks World 2013. OPEN MIND will demonstrate efficient machining strategies SolidWorks® 
users can access directly from their software environment with hyperMILL® at Booth 810 at the Walt 
Disney World Swan and Dolphin in Orlando, Florida, from 20 to 23 January 2013. 
 
"SolidWorks World is very important for us as we are experiencing a great deal of demand from 
SolidWorks® users," says Alan Levine, Managing Director of OPEN MIND Technologies USA. "This 
demonstrates the excellent continuity from the CAD software to hyperMILL® all the way to the milling 
machine." OPEN MIND will also be presenting a customer case Fifth Axis Fixtures in the Certified 
Partner Theater on January 20 at SolidWorks World. 
 
Seamless workflows 
The seamless integration of hyperMILL® for SolidWorks® allows continuous processes from the 
drawing right through to the machine. This means the CAD and CAM systems work with the same data 
model and therefore draw on a common data foundation. There is no loss of data between CAD and 
CAM steps. Integrating the two systems also means that SolidWorks® users do not have to leave the 
familiar user interface. 
 
"SolidWorks® is probably one of the most important CAD systems on the market, which is why we 
place great emphasis on providing users with a continuous workflow. This helps to eliminate errors and 
ensures a transparent process," says Alan Levine. 
 
Examples of new features 
Highlights of Version 2012 include automated programming options for rectangular pockets, 
optimisations for 3D roughing and new 5axis strategies for applications such as machining impellers and 
blisks. The solution significantly reduces manufacturing times thanks to new machining strategies, and 
we were also able to further accelerate tool path calculations during program generation. For example, 
during 5axis contour offset machining with hyperMILL®, users now avoid redundant movements thanks 
to the new axial sorting option that makes it possible to divide machining into zones. This allows corners 
or pockets, for example, to be machined individually one after another. The user can decide whether to 
process the geometries with axial sorting or whether to use an offset-level approach. 
 
One of the enhancements to the 3D pocket milling is that the entry ramp can be moved continuously in 

http://www.advancedsolutions.com/events/
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one direction. The pocket is then cleared from the outside in. Advantage: Thanks to the continuous 
inward movement of the ramp, the tool path is optimised, and zig-zag movements are avoided. 
 

Click here to return to Contents 

Intergraph® Worldwide User Group Conferences Attract Record 6,850 Attendees in 2012 
19 December 2012 
 
User group conferences presented by Intergraph® attracted 6,850 Process, Power & Marine users from 
the power generation, offshore and onshore oil and gas, shipbuilding, metals and mining and 
pharmaceutical industries in 2012, far surpassing the previous attendance total set in 2011.    
 
The global series of user conferences featured the most current releases from the Intergraph 
SmartPlant® and SmartMarine® Enterprise portfolios, Intergraph CADWorx® & Analysis Solutions and 
Leica Geosystems' Smart Scanning solutions. Intergraph and Leica Geosystems are both part of 
Hexagon. Events were held in 29 countries on six continents and drew approximately 1,350 more 
attendees than last year. 
 
Hexagon 2012, Hexagon's second annual international users' conference, held in June at the MGM 
Grand Hotel in Las Vegas, Nev., was the single largest Intergraph Process, Power & Marine user event 
of the year with 800 users. Next year's Hexagon international conference, Hexagon 2013, returns to the 
MGM Grand June 3-6, 2013. 
 
Intergraph user conferences were held in nine Asia-Pacific (APAC) countries in 2012 and attracted 
2,500 process, power and marine delegates, surpassing the region's previous high attendance total 
established in 2011. APAC events were held in China, Indonesia, Japan, Korea, Malaysia, Singapore, 
Thailand, Vietnam and the Australian cities of Brisbane, Adelaide and Perth. 
 
User conferences in Europe, Middle East, India and Africa (EMIA) also set a new attendance total mark 
within the region. Nearly 1,550 delegates attended sessions in 14 EMIA countries. 
 
In addition to two user group conferences in the Middle East (in Kuwait and the United Arab Emirates), 
EMIA conferences were held in Benelux, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, India, Italy, Norway 
Russia, Spain, South Africa and the United Kingdom. 
 
CADWorx & Analysis University 2012 (CAU2012) and Global CAU Express events, plant design and 
engineering conferences for users of Intergraph CADWorx, CAESAR II®, and PV Elite®, drew a record 
1,400 attendees. CAU events were held in Argentina, China, Chile, Colombia, India, Japan, Korea, 
Singapore, South Africa, UAE, United States and Venezuela. The global CAU2013 conference is 
scheduled to be held for the first time in conjunction with Hexagon 2013 in Las Vegas. 
 

http://www.hexagonconference.com/
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Additional Americas user conferences in Argentina, Chile, Mexico, the United States (excluding Las 
Vegas) and the Venezuelan cities of Caracas and Puerto La Cruz were attended by another 600 users of 
Intergraph solutions. 
 
Gerhard Sallinger, Intergraph Process, Power & Marine president, said, "Our annual user conferences 
give us an opportunity to show valued customers how Intergraph's industry leading solutions can help 
them increase safety, quality and productivity. Many of the presentations at the conferences are success 
stories presented by customers, validating that Intergraph is the No. 1 provider of design and data 
management software for the plant design industry worldwide." 
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PartMaker Announces Road Show to Promote 2013 Release 
19 December 2012 
 
Delcam’s PartMaker Division will host a nine-city tour across the USA, starting in January, to educate 
customers and prospective users on the new technology available in the new 2013 software release. The 
nationwide tour is titled the "PartMaker 2013 Road Show” where the theme is that attendees should 
"Forget What You Think You Know About PartMaker!” 
 
The Road Show kicks off on January 30th and 31st in Memphis, Tennessee, concluding in May in 
Minneapolis, Minnesota. Each stop will be two days in duration. The first half day of each stop will be a 
more general, theatre-style presentation discussing the new technology available in PartMaker 2013. The 
remaining day-and-a-half of each session will be a more technical, hands-on training session focussed 
on the new Advanced Surface Machining module in the release. 
 
The full schedule for the PartMaker 2013 Road Show is as follows: 
- January 30 – 31: Memphis, Tennessee 
- February 6 – 7: Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
- February 12 – 13: Ft. Lauderdale, Florida 
- February 27 – 28: Los Angeles, California 
- March 13 – 14: Sturbridge, Massachusetts 
- March 26 – 27: Rochester, New York 
- April 3 – 4: Chicago, Illinois 
- April 17 – 18: Columbus, Ohio 
- May 8 – 9: Minneapolis, Minnesota 
 
A complete schedule, detailed explanation and registration form for each stop can be found 
at http://www.partmaker.com/roadshow2013/ 
 
"PartMaker 2013 is probably the most significant release in the history of the product” claimed 
PartMaker Division President, Hanan Fishman. "With its new ultra-sleek user interface and a host of 

http://www.partmaker.com/roadshow2013/
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new, advanced milling strategies, PartMaker 2013 offers its users perhaps the most comprehensive and 
powerful CAM system on the market today for the full spectrum of production machining applications, 
all while maintaining the software’s hallmark, industry-leading ease of use.” 
 
"With PartMaker 2013 being such a significant release, we thought, what better way to educate the 
advanced manufacturing community than to visit a number of the major markets in which we are present 
and explain the new technology, in a friendly, face to face forum that is fun, educational and great 
networking event for attendees.” 
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SECO to Sponsor Delcam’s International Student CAM Competition 
17 December 2012 
 
Delcam is pleased to announce that cutting-tool supplier, Seco, is to sponsor the company’s first 
international student CAM competition. The competition, which will be held at Delcam’s Birmingham 
headquarters next month, will include finalists from universities in China, Korea, Russia and Taiwan. 
 
Each finalist will be asked to program a complex part using Delcam’s PowerMILL software for high-
speed and five-axis machining. After programming the part, each student will submit an NC program 
which will be run on one of the High Speed Machining centres within Delcam’s Advanced 
Manufacturing Facility using tooling supplied by Seco. The students will be assessed against several 
criteria including quality of toolpaths, machining time and surface finish. 
 
"Delcam works with universities around the world, helping to train the next generation of engineers for 
our growing customer base,” said Delcam’s Commercial Director, Bart Simpson. "Many of our 
international subsidiaries and joint venture partners run competitions for students in their respective 
countries. However, this is the first occasion on which we have run an international competition. We are 
pleased that Seco will sponsor this inaugural event and hope to work with the company on future events 
involving finalists from an increased number of countries.” 
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Tacton Systems to Showcase TactonWorks 4.4.3 at SolidWorks World 2013 
19 December 2012 
 
Tacton Systems, a global supplier of software for sales and product configuration as well as design 
automation, today announced that it will demonstrate TactonWorks 4.4.3 at the SolidWorks World 2013 
Conference, being held from January 20-23, 2013 at the Walt Disney World Swan and Dolphin in 
Orlando, Florida, USA. The 15th annual SolidWorks World Conference brings together designers, 
engineers, managers, and partners to discuss ideas, trends, and the technology shaping the future of 
product design. Show attendees will see how TactonWorks 4.4.3 and SolidWorks® software allow 
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customers to automate the customization and design of products to reduce design time and increase the 
company’s productivity.  
 
As a SolidWorks Certified Gold Product, TactonWorks is fully embedded within the SolidWorks 
window, empowering users to interactively perform the design customization and sales configuration in 
any sequence they want, while continually viewing the updated model in SolidWorks. 
 
“We know what a difference TactonWorks can make. Our customers have improved their productivity 
tremendously and have seen design times go from months to weeks, weeks to days and days to hours. 
We really look forwards to showing the SolidWorks community our brand new release of TactonWorks 
at SolidWorks World in January 2013”, says Anders Hellermark, Senior VP Channels Tacton Systems.  
 
Tacton will showcase the upcoming 4.4.3 release of TactonWorks. The main focus has been on 
improving the TactonWorks Batch and TactonWorks Server products. Both have been redesigned and 
rebuilt based on the TactonWorks Engineer platform. This entails an entirely new and improved user-
interface and enables a large amount of new functionality like support for customized add-ins, data and 
document integration, layout capabilities, control of additional SolidWorks parameters and much more. 
 
“Tacton Systems has built an industry-wide reputation for delivering the productivity accelerator 
through design automation that design engineers need,” said Nick Iwaskow, Manager of Alliances, 
SolidWorks, Dassault Systèmes. “Together, TactonWorks and SolidWorks give engineers the innovative 
tools and productivity to streamline product development and be more successful.” 
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Tata Technologies PLM Products Team to Attend Autodesk Americas Marketing Boot Camp 2013 in 
New Orleans 
20 December 2012 
 
Tata Technologies, an Autodesk Gold Partner in Manufacturing with specializations in Autodesk PLM 
360 and Consulting, announced that its Product Management and Marketing staff in North America will 
attend the Autodesk Americas Marketing Boot Camp 2013, January 15-17, in New Orleans. The event 
theme for 2013, “Achieve More Together,” reflects the opportunity for attendees to network with other 
Autodesk partner organizations, learn from Autodesk manufacturing gurus and gain meaningful 
marketing insights that can be put to use in the coming year. 
 
Tata Technologies attendees will join other Premier Manufacturing Partners for a series of speakers and 
class sessions, in which they may interact with each other as well as with Autodesk’s leading industry 
experts. Attendees also will learn Autodesk’s recommended best practices and studies, and gain an 
overall sense of business goals and focus, to set the tone for targeted marketing efforts and customer 
conversations in the coming year.  
 

http://www.tatatechnologies.com/
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The team attending from Tata Technologies is comprised of Kris Hingst, Product Manager – North 
American PLM Autodesk Software Sales; and Laura Campbell, Marketing Associate – Autodesk 
Software Sales. 
 
Hingst offers customers more than six years of Autodesk software product and services sales and 
consulting with Tata Technologies. He has a broad and in-depth knowledge of Autodesk software 
consulting, customization, and solutions for customers, primarily in the Manufacturing space. In 
addition, Hingst has more than 12 years of sales and management experience across industries, to 
support customer goals. He holds a B.A. degree in Marketing from Michigan State University. 
 
Campbell provides in-depth knowledge of direct marketing and CRM, customer communication and 
targeting strategies, combined with more than eight years of product and sales support in the online ad 
space; as well as in retail automotive. In addition to being fully Spanish-bilingual with experience in 
graphic design and HTML, her educational background includes dual B.S. degrees in Marketing and 
Multinational Business Operations, and a Minor in French from Florida State University. 
 
The Tata Technologies team anticipates gaining helpful insights from the Autodesk Americas Marketing 
Boot Camp 2013 that can be immediately put to work to add value to customer organizations in the 
coming year.  
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Financial News 
Oracle Reports Q2 GAAP EPS up 24% to 53 Cents; Q2 Non-GAAP EPS up 18% to 64 Cents 
18 December 2012 
 
Oracle Corporation has announced that fiscal 2013 Q2 total revenues were up 3% to $9.1 billion. New 
software licenses and cloud software subscriptions revenues were up 17% to $2.4 billion. Software 
license updates and product support revenues were up 7% to $4.3 billion. Hardware systems products 
revenues were $734 million. GAAP operating income was up 12% to $3.5 billion, and GAAP operating 
margin was 38%. Non-GAAP operating income was up 9% to $4.3 billion, and non-GAAP operating 
margin was 47%. GAAP net income was up 18% to $2.6 billion, while non-GAAP net income was up 
12% to $3.1 billion. GAAP earnings per share were $0.53, up 24% compared to last year while non-
GAAP earnings per share were up 18% to $0.64. GAAP operating cash flow on a trailing twelve-month 
basis was $13.5 billion. 
 
Without the impact of the US dollar strengthening compared to foreign currencies, Oracle’s reported Q2 
GAAP earnings per share would have been $0.01 higher at $0.54, up 26%, and Q2 non-GAAP earnings 
per share would have been $0.01 higher at $0.65, up 19%. Total revenues also would have been up 5%, 
and new software licenses and cloud software subscriptions revenues would have been up 18%. 
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“New software license sales and cloud subscriptions grew 18% in constant currency,” said Oracle 
President and CFO, Safra Catz. “Strong organic growth in our software business coupled with a focus on 
the highly profitable engineered systems segment of our hardware business enabled a Q2 non-GAAP 
operating margin of 47%. During the last four quarters operating cash flow was more than $13.5 billion 
– $10.2 billion of which was returned to our shareholders as we repurchased nearly 350 million ORCL 
shares during that same twelve month period.” 
 
“Q2 performance was strong and broad based as all geographies reported double-digit revenue growth in 
new software license and cloud subscriptions,” said Oracle President, Mark Hurd. “Applications, 
middleware and database all had double-digit growth in new software license and cloud subscriptions, 
with applications leading the pack with growth of over 30%.Our cloud offering of HCM, CRM and ERP 
applications plus the Oracle database and Java platform services is the strongest and most complete in 
the industry. Already approaching a one billion dollar run rate, our Cloud business will become much 
bigger over time.” 
 
“Sun has proven to be one of the most strategic and profitable acquisitions we have ever made,” said 
Oracle CEO, Larry Ellison. “Sun technology enabled Oracle to become a leader in the highly profitable 
engineered system segment of the hardware business. I believe that products like Exadata and the 
SPARC SuperCluster will not only continue to drive improved profitability in our hardware business, by 
the end of this fiscal year, they will also drive growth in our hardware business.” 
 
On December 3, 2012, the Board of Directors declared an accelerated second, third and fourth quarter 
cash dividend totaling $0.18 per share of outstanding common stock. This accelerated dividend is 
intended by the Board to be in lieu of quarterly dividends Oracle would have otherwise announced with 
its quarterly earnings results for the second, third and fourth quarters of fiscal year 2013, and that would 
have been paid in calendar year 2013. This accelerated dividend will be paid to stockholders of record as 
of the close of business on December 14, 2012, with a payment date of December 21, 2012. 
 
Full press release and financials: http://www.oracle.com/investor. 
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SofTech Announces Q2 Fiscal Year 2013 Operating Results 
20 December 2012 
 
SofTech, Inc. announced its second quarter fiscal 2013 operating results. Revenue for the three months 
ended November 30, 2012 was $1.772 million, an increase of 3.9% from the same period in the prior 
fiscal year. Net income was $252,000 or $.25 per share for the three months ended November 30, 2012, 
an increase of nearly 35% from the net income of $187,000 or $.19 for the same period in the prior fiscal 
year.  
 

http://www.oracle.com/investor
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Revenue for the six months ended November 30, 2012 was $3.342 million, an increase of 2.2% from the 
same period in the prior fiscal year. Net income increased 77% to $425,000 or $.43 per share for the six 
months ended November 30, 2012, from net income of $240,000 or $.24 for the same period in the prior 
fiscal year.  
 
The current quarter revenue included $100,000 of royalties on our previously announced sale of patents. 
The same period in the prior year included approximately $100,000 of maintenance revenue from a large 
customer for whom the services were delivered over the previous eleven months but not recognized until 
Q2 fiscal 2012. 
 
“This was our best quarter since the March 2011 Recapitalization Transaction. Our CADRA product 
line revenue was 10% higher than the same period last year and represented the best quarterly 
performance in four years while the pipeline of opportunities for ProductCenter and for our new 
Connector technology offerings strengthened,” said Joe Mullaney, CEO. “We have now completed six 
full fiscal quarters since the Recapitalization Transaction and during that time period the average 
quarterly license revenue for our technology was 22% higher than the average quarterly license revenue 
during the two year period prior to the aforementioned transaction,” he added. 
 
“Our cash levels are lowest at the end of the calendar year just before the majority of our annual 
maintenance contracts renew in the January through May time period. The recently announced sale of 
45,000 common shares at $5.00 per share helped strengthen our balance sheet and will provide 
additional working capital,” Mullaney added.  
 
To view an unabridged version of this press release, visit: http://www.softech.com/about-us/news-
room/SofTech_Announces_Q2_Fiscal_Year_2013_Operating_Results/157  
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Implementation Investments 
Centric Software Becomes PLM Systems Provider to Build-A-Bear Workshop 
18 December 2012 
 
Centric Software has become the PLM system provider to Build-A-Bear Workshop®. 
 
Build-A-Bear Workshop purchased the Product Specification, Product Sourcing, Calendar Management, 
Line Planning, Quality Management and Material Management modules of the Centric 8 PLM system. 
Build-A-Bear Workshop also will implement Centric’s mobile apps and the Enterprise Connectivity 
module to integrate Centric 8 data with the company’s enterprise resource planning (ERP) system. 
 
Decrease time to market, improve margins 
At Build-A-Bear Workshop, the Centric PLM software will replace a spreadsheet-driven system, 
according to Shari Stout, Build-A-Bear Workshop’s director of quality assurance and sourcing. 

http://www.softech.com/about-us/news-room/SofTech_Announces_Q2_Fiscal_Year_2013_Operating_Results/157
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Approximately 100 internal staff, managers and suppliers will use the Centric 8 suite. 
 
“The Centric PLM software will improve visibility of products through the development lifecycle—
especially the clothing and accessories that customers use to dress their stuffed animals,” says Stout. 
“Centric 8 will eliminate processing delays, and improve progress tracking and communication with our 
franchisees and worldwide supply chain.” 
 
For a company in which trends are the major drivers, market demand shapes product development 
cycles that are days and weeks long vs. months or longer. Speed, efficiency and streamlined processes 
are critical. “From improved sourcing to reduced manual data entry, the implementation of Centric’s 
PLM system will fuel the company’s growth and market presence,” says Stout. 
 
Build-A-Bear Workshop selected Centric after a thorough market search and evaluation against strong 
competitors. The company cites Centric’s professionalism, domain expertise and out-of-the-box 
functionality in its decision. “We can install the product right out of the box, and have virtually all of the 
functionality we need immediately,” says Stout, “Within a few days of fine tuning, we can be up and 
running.” 
 
“Centric 8 will help Build-A-Bear Workshop meet its objectives, including bringing on-trend products 
to market faster and more accurately than ever to meet the demands of its young clientele,” says Chris 
Groves, Centric CEO. “Our Agile DeploymentSM methodology that delivers rapid return on investment 
for fast-growth clients like Build-A-Bear Workshop was an important factor in the company’s selection 
of Centric as its PLM provider,” he explains. “And for the Centric team, partnering with a company 
whose mission is to bring an American icon—the teddy bear—to life is exciting.” 
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Dassault Systèmes’ 3DEXPERIENCE Platform Adopted by Olympus Technologies Singapore to 
Accelerate Medical Device Time to Market 
18 December 2012 
 
Dassault Systèmes has announced that Olympus Technologies Singapore Pte Ltd, an endoscope 
manufacturer, has selected Dassault Systèmes’ 3DEXPERIENCE platform for the development of its 
medical devices. The new “Licensed to Cure” industry solution experience will be deployed to create a 
single environment, allowing to eliminate scattered processes and data, and to “embed” regulations as an 
asset, optimizing quality and compliance. 
 
Olympus Technologies Singapore has standard operating procedures in developing engineering and 
software system documentation for their medical device manufacturing. “Licensed to Cure” will help 
them simplify those procedures by providing a single source of information to always get relevant, up-
to-date information and establish true collaboration with the same, accurate set of product data. In 
addition, Olympus Technologies Singapore will be able to reduce new product time to market and 

http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.3ds.com&esheet=50509547&lan=en-US&anchor=Dassault+Syst%C3%A8mes&index=1&md5=ce2bca0f9b71558b4b99e299b5de78ac
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streamline regulatory filings by creating an end-to-end, traceable and compliant product development 
process directly linked to quality management. 
 
“Dassault Systèmes’ 3DEXPERIENCE platform gives us centralized control and management of all 
product lifecycle information, enabling real time sharing and collaboration for all functions,” said Lim 
HN, managing director, Olympus Technologies Singapore. “Being able to combine engineering, quality, 
and regulatory compliance business processes, we have moved closer towards becoming the R&D and 
manufacturing centre of choice for our customers.” 
 
“The shifting financial, regulatory and globalization landscapes faced by medical devices manufacturers 
really call for a comprehensive business experience that can keep up with complexity, lower cost, 
quality, and compliance at once,” said Monica Menghini, Executive Vice President, Industry and 
Marketing, Dassault Systèmes. “ Our new “Licensed to Cure” industry solution experience is exactly 
meeting this challenge by allowing companies like Olympus Technologies Singapore to manage their 
business objectives in a complex regulatory environment while meeting consumers’ expectations for 
safe products.” 
 
For more information on “Licensed to Cure” and all of Dassault Systèmes’ industry solution experiences 
for Life Sciences: http://www.3ds.com/solutions/life-sciences/overview/ 
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elope Extends its PLM Project Into DeSL's SRM Solution 
17 December 2012 
 
DeSL announces that elope Inc, a Colorado based wholesale company specializing in high quality 
whimsical wearables, has gone live with DeSL's PLM solution and is already realizing significant 
benefits from its recent implementation. 
 
elope was established in 1993 by founders Kevin and Keith Johnson . The company has always been on 
the cutting edge of innovation and in 2001 expanded into new factory facility in China with a key focus 
on socially responsible business practices and dedication to fair trade. In 2012, elope embarked on a 
PLM project to help support the continued growth of the company and selected DeSL following a 
comprehensive vendor evaluation process. 
 
Carolye Asfahl , COO, elope commented, "elope is already seeing major improvements from 
our DeSL implementation. We wanted one system visible to all departments, including our production 
team overseas, to increase our work efficiency and information consistency. A positive outcome I did 
not expect was how quickly our overseas teams are adopting the system." Carolye continued, "PLM is 
especially helping with our sample management process which previously required many people and 
different spreadsheets. There were many opportunities to miscommunicate and confuse the situation on 
samples. Now, with DeSL's PLM module, we are seeing huge improvements, no confusing 

http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.3ds.com%2Fsolutions%2Flife-sciences%2Foverview%2F&esheet=50509547&lan=en-US&anchor=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.3ds.com%2Fsolutions%2Flife-sciences%2Foverview%2F&index=2&md5=aabffe2c567c45c4723a326794af8ad1
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spreadsheets, and our overseas team is even driving us to be better users of the system." 
 
Marc Friedman , VP North America commented, "Following their competitive vendor selection process, 
we were absolutely delighted that elope selected DeSL. Since then we've been able to develop a real 
partnership with the elope team, which has resulted in a highly successful 'go-live'. As Carolye herself 
stated, the DeSL PLM solution has already delivered immediate benefits and improvements for the 
company and they are now in the process of implementing our SRM solution which will cover their 
entire purchase order management processes, including capacity management and product tracking 
down to individual SKU level. Another key deliverable from the SRM project will be vendor 
compliance management." 
 
DeSL is a global company delivering integrated web based solutions for the Fashion, Apparel, Textile 
and Footwear sectors. The company can already count leading global brands as customers 
including Calvin Klein , VF Corporation, Men's Wearhouse, Bravissimo, Nautica, GRI Group plus 
many more. 
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Eurocopter Expands Use of PTC Technology Solutions to Accelerate Service Strategy 
19 December 2012 
 
PTC today announced that Eurocopter, an EADS subsidiary, is expanding its use of PTC technology 
solutions to enhance the contribution Eurocopter support services makes to the company's overall 
business performance.  
 
In 2008, EADS selected PTC technology solutions to serve as the backbone of its PHENIX Master 
Product Definition platform, an initiative to harmonize its product lifecycle management 
(PLM) environment across the entire company.  The latest milestone in this long-standing relationship is 
the completed deployment of a new Spares Configuration Data Management (SCDM) system that 
leverages PTC technology to efficiently manage spare parts across Eurocopter's global service 
network.  This newest initiative marks an expansion of the relationship between the two companies into 
an emerging area called service lifecycle management (SLM), and directly assists Eurocopter in 
achieving the growth goals of its service business.  
 
In today's highly competitive global environment, discrete manufacturers are increasingly turning to 
their service organizations as a way to differentiate their market offerings, strengthen their relationships 
with customers and provide increased customer value.  At a corporate level, EADS has outlined an 
aggressive vision for increasing its service revenue to 25% of total revenue by 2020.  For Eurocopter, 
the successful execution of its customer service strategy is critical to achieving its overall growth and 
profitability goals.  
 
"To contribute to this objective, Eurocopter will use SCDM to improve its spare parts data management 

http://www.desl.net/
http://www.ptc.com/
http://www.ptc.com/solutions/product-lifecycle-management/
http://www.ptc.com/solutions/product-lifecycle-management/
http://www.ptc.com/solutions/service-lifecycle-management/
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processes by 50%, focusing on high-value services initially related to platforms, requiring and 
developing both customer centricity and product intimacy," said Pascal Gaudry, vice president, Material 
and Logistics Service Center, Eurocopter.   
 
While better managing its spare parts is just the first milestone in Eurocopter's strategy to transform and 
optimize its overall service portfolio, such improved management is indicative of the kind of value 
directly achievable through SLM technology.  
 
"To achieve the business transformation in spares and service information data management we 
strengthened our partnership with PTC to support our SLM strategy," said Marc Durand, project sponsor 
at Eurocopter.  "SCDM is a first step in helping us optimize our spare parts processes." The next steps 
will enable Eurocopter to manage in-service helicopter configurations to offer tailored services to its 
customers.  
 
Service Lifecycle Management enterprise applications enable manufacturers and their service network 
partners to optimize the system of processes they use to ensure that maximum value to their customers is 
sustained over the entire serviceable life of a product.  True enterprise SLM solutions connect service 
planning, delivery and performance analysis into a complete and strategic view of service that helps 
drive increased service revenues and profitability.  
 
"PTC has maintained a long-term relationship with EADS, and we are pleased that our technology 
solutions are now supporting the business goals of one of the world's leading helicopter manufacturers," 
said Jim Heppelmann, president and Chief Executive Officer, PTC.  "Our approach to Service Lifecycle 
Management enables companies to deliver and capture product knowledge at the point of service, 
driving higher customer value and transforming their service businesses into strategic growth 
centers.  We look forward to continuing to work with Eurocopter to help them achieve true product and 
service advantage."  
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Intergraph® SmartPlant® Enterprise Selected for Ichthys LNG Project 
18 December 2012 
 
Intergraph® SmartPlant® Enterprise has been selected by INPEX, operator of the Ichthys LNG Project 
in Australia. INPEX has implemented SmartPlant Enterprise solutions for the Ichthys LNG Project, 
including SmartPlant Enterprise for Owner Operators (SPO) as its information management system, 
SmartPlant 3D and SmartMarine® 3D (collectively known as Smart 3D), SmartPlant Instrumentation, 
SmartPlant P&ID and SmartPlant Electrical. 
 
The Ichthys LNG Project is a joint venture between INPEX and Total, Tokyo Gas and other participants. 
Gas from the Ichthys field, in the Browse Basin approximately 200 kilometers offshore Western 
Australia, will undergo preliminary processing offshore to remove water and extract condensate. The 
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condensate will be pumped to the FPSO facility anchored nearby, from which it will be transferred to 
tankers for delivery to markets. The gas will be exported to onshore processing facilities in Darwin via 
an 889-kilometer subsea pipeline. The Ichthys LNG Project is expected to produce 8.4 million tonnes of 
LNG and 1.6 million tonnes of LPG per annum, along with approximately 100,000 barrels of condensate 
per day at peak. The operational life of the facilities will be approximately 40 years, with the offshore 
facilities staying on station continuously, making it a huge and complex project. INPEX sought to 
eliminate the handover state and its associated costs by better information management throughout the 
Ichthys LNG Project development. 
 
"Intergraph technology combined with our drive towards consolidating our handover documentation in 
the Intergraph environment is fundamental to delivering our vision of an integrated information 
management system with a single point of access," said Conor Walker, Operations Director of the 
Ichthys LNG Project. "We anticipate an expanded role for Intergraph tools as the project progresses into 
the operating phase, leveraging from the increasing volume of data held in the engineering data 
warehouse, which has been built on the SmartPlant Enterprise for Owner Operators platform." 
 
Gerhard Sallinger, Intergraph Process, Power & Marine President, said, "The Ichthys LNG Project is a 
prime example of world-class projects in Australia attracting strong investment in the region, driving 
continued growth locally. Intergraph remains committed to supporting our customers in Australia and 
around the world with our innovative engineering solutions and services. SmartPlant Enterprise will 
deliver enhanced safety, quality and productivity to INPEX for this mega-project." 
 
Leading plant owners choose SPO to enable them to rapidly implement Intergraph's preconfigured 
business processes to support both CAPEX and OPEX phases of the plant life cycle. SPO is specifically 
designed for asset owners to enhance plant safety, reliability and interoperability, while ensuring 
information integrity across the owner operator system landscape. 
 

Click here to return to Contents 

Mentor Graphics Pyxis Platform Applauded by HP 
19 December 2012 
 
Mentor Graphics Corp. today announced that Hewlett-Packard Co., Inkjet and Printing Solutions 
division, has reaffirmed their use of the Pyxis™ Custom IC Design Platform as their standard solution 
for custom IC design and verification. The Pyxis platform was chosen based on the consistent delivery 
of new functionality, and the outstanding customer service and support HP receives from both the Deep 
Submicron Division as well as the Mentor® Customer Support Division. 
 
 “We are extremely pleased with the results of our work with Mentor to advance the state of the art in 
custom IC design, and appreciate our long standing partnership in solving unique problems integrating 
CMOS and MEMs design methodologies,” said Bill Young, CAD Tools Manager, Inkjet and Printing 
Solutions division, HP. “Mentor’s tools and exceptional support have given us a platform for consistent 
and repeatable design and verification that exceeds our expectations.” 

http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.mentor.com%2F&esheet=50512403&lan=en-US&anchor=Mentor+Graphics+Corp&index=1&md5=5c5143b8179e848adb8f0017c031075b
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.mentor.com%2Fproducts%2Fic_nanometer_design%2Fcustom-ic-design%2F&esheet=50512403&lan=en-US&anchor=Pyxis&index=2&md5=fdb253f55b9fc7532c40da45a3466f3e
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.mentor.com%2Fproducts%2Fic_nanometer_design%2Fcustom-ic-design%2F&esheet=50512403&lan=en-US&anchor=Custom+IC+Design+Platform&index=3&md5=151870e22e7d6f97d1ff4afe16de2071
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“The Pyxis Custom IC Design Platform is delivering on our vision of eliminating the most serious 
custom IC design and verification pain points by innovating breakthrough solutions,” said Linda Fosler, 
director of marketing, Deep Submicron Division, Mentor Graphics. “The Pyxis platform enables a team 
of people to work concurrently in the same area of a design to implement late-stage ECOs, and cuts 
weeks, and sometimes months, off the design and verification schedule.” 
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SofTech Announces Q2 Fiscal Year 2013 Operating Results 
20 December 2012 
 
SofTech, Inc. announced its second quarter fiscal 2013 operating results. Revenue for the three months 
ended November 30, 2012 was $1.772 million, an increase of 3.9% from the same period in the prior 
fiscal year. Net income was $252,000 or $.25 per share for the three months ended November 30, 2012, 
an increase of nearly 35% from the net income of $187,000 or $.19 for the same period in the prior fiscal 
year.  
 
Revenue for the six months ended November 30, 2012 was $3.342 million, an increase of 2.2% from the 
same period in the prior fiscal year. Net income increased 77% to $425,000 or $.43 per share for the six 
months ended November 30, 2012, from net income of $240,000 or $.24 for the same period in the prior 
fiscal year.  
 
The current quarter revenue included $100,000 of royalties on our previously announced sale of patents. 
The same period in the prior year included approximately $100,000 of maintenance revenue from a large 
customer for whom the services were delivered over the previous eleven months but not recognized until 
Q2 fiscal 2012. 
 
“This was our best quarter since the March 2011 Recapitalization Transaction. Our CADRA product 
line revenue was 10% higher than the same period last year and represented the best quarterly 
performance in four years while the pipeline of opportunities for ProductCenter and for our new 
Connector technology offerings strengthened,” said Joe Mullaney, CEO. “We have now completed six 
full fiscal quarters since the Recapitalization Transaction and during that time period the average 
quarterly license revenue for our technology was 22% higher than the average quarterly license revenue 
during the two year period prior to the aforementioned transaction,” he added. 
 
“Our cash levels are lowest at the end of the calendar year just before the majority of our annual 
maintenance contracts renew in the January through May time period. The recently announced sale of 
45,000 common shares at $5.00 per share helped strengthen our balance sheet and will provide 
additional working capital,” Mullaney added.  
 
To view an unabridged version of this press release, visit: http://www.softech.com/about-us/news-
room/SofTech_Announces_Q2_Fiscal_Year_2013_Operating_Results/157  
 

http://www.softech.com/about-us/news-room/SofTech_Announces_Q2_Fiscal_Year_2013_Operating_Results/157
http://www.softech.com/about-us/news-room/SofTech_Announces_Q2_Fiscal_Year_2013_Operating_Results/157
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New Mexico Department of Transportation Selects Autodesk Software for Road and Highway Design 
Projects 
17 December 2012 
 
Autodesk, Inc. announced that the New Mexico Department of Transportation (NMDOT) is the latest 
state DOT in the U.S. to expand their use of Autodesk software to include Autodesk Building 
Information Modeling (BIM) solutions for road and highway design projects statewide. 
 
“We are looking forward to implementing the Autodesk solutions,” said Alvin Dominguez, P.E., 
NMDOT Cabinet Secretary. “The New Mexico Department of Transportation expects to pay for the 
software within two years of full implementation through cost savings realized in the reduction of 
change orders. The use of 3D modeling capabilities will improve our public input on projects promoting 
positive customer relations and needed transparency throughout our project development process.” 
 
Autodesk BIM for infrastructure solutions now accessible to the DOT include AutoCAD Civil 3D 2013 
software, Autodesk Infrastructure Modeler 2013 software, Autodesk BIM 360 cloud services, Autodesk 
Robot Structural Analysis Professional 2013 software, AutoCAD Raster Design 2013 software, 
and AutoCAD 2013 software. Many of these products are available as part of the Autodesk 
Infrastructure Design Suite 2013. 
 
The adoption of BIM processes is expected to yield a wide range of benefits for the NMDOT, including 
ease of doing “what if” analysis on every project regardless of size; ability to use intelligent 3D models 
and visualizations to help address environmental concerns and sensitivities; and the ability to tie 
materials quantities and cost estimates to design models, helping to automatically update reporting when 
model changes are made. Once fully deployed, the Autodesk BIM for infrastructure solutions will also 
aid in virtual construction, to allow for improved verification of construction methodologies; improved 
analysis; and simulations of construction sequencing to help manage existing traffic throughout the 
construction process. The NMDOT also expects to employ the Autodesk BIM solutions to support 
Automated Machine Guidance (AMG) site preparation to help accelerate overall construction by 
minimizing survey labor time and machine fuel consumption costs. 
 
The NMDOT plans to start training on the Autodesk BIM software in early 2013, with application on 
projects expected to begin in mid-2013. Recently it used Autodesk Infrastructure Modeler, a solution 
that helps engineers and planning professionals create, evaluate, and communicate visually rich 
infrastructure proposals for more informed decision-making, to generate 3D visualizations for 
the Cambray Bridge replacement and I-10 roadway rehabilitation projects. 
 
“New Mexico’s decision to standardize on Autodesk solutions adds them to a growing list of major U.S. 
departments of transportation, such as Caltrans, that have made the move to Autodesk BIM for 
infrastructure solutions,” said Lisa Campbell, Autodesk vice president of engineering and infrastructure. 
“We’re seeing rapidly expanding interest within the transportation community for the Autodesk BIM for 

http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fusa.autodesk.com%2Fadsk%2Fservlet%2Fhome%3FsiteID%3D123112%26id%3D129446%26DCMP%3DOTC-pr-autodesk&esheet=50509159&lan=en-US&anchor=Autodesk%2C+Inc.&index=1&md5=e6aadd3af7b9c5273509963c418f8b0f
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fdot.state.nm.us%2Fcontent%2Fnmdot%2Fen.html&esheet=50509159&lan=en-US&anchor=New+Mexico+Department+of+Transportation&index=2&md5=e90f21dee73c1cffafea08757c24bb22
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.autodesk.com%2Fpr-bim&esheet=50509159&lan=en-US&anchor=Building+Information+Modeling&index=3&md5=1e06a830c9e316fd023c062f54d8c8f4
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.autodesk.com%2Fpr-bim&esheet=50509159&lan=en-US&anchor=Building+Information+Modeling&index=3&md5=1e06a830c9e316fd023c062f54d8c8f4
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.autodesk.com%2Fpr-civil3d&esheet=50509159&lan=en-US&anchor=AutoCAD+Civil+3D+2013+software&index=4&md5=7ae78179a63e5c8a59c5230fd5552cb7
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.autodesk.com%2Fpr-civil3d&esheet=50509159&lan=en-US&anchor=AutoCAD+Civil+3D+2013+software&index=4&md5=7ae78179a63e5c8a59c5230fd5552cb7
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fusa.autodesk.com%2Fadsk%2Fservlet%2Fpc%2Findex%3Fid%3D17276659%26siteID%3D123112&esheet=50509159&lan=en-US&anchor=Autodesk+Infrastructure+Modeler+2013+software&index=5&md5=6ce70e15bd48950ce01777b925ee1bac
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fusa.autodesk.com%2Fadsk%2Fservlet%2Fpc%2Findex%3Fid%3D19676436%26siteID%3D123112%26src%3DOMSE%26mktvar001%3D500203%26mktvar002%3D500203%26utm_source%3DGoogle%26utm_medium%3Dcpc%26utm_term%3Dautodesk%2520bim%2520360%26utm_content%3DBranded%2520-%2520BIM%2520360%2520-%2520Exact%26utm_campaign%3DAutodesk%2520-%2520AE&esheet=50509159&lan=en-US&anchor=Autodesk+BIM+360&index=6&md5=232442ce6c45fddb823130e0388a10a5
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.autodesk.com%2Fpr-robotstructural&esheet=50509159&lan=en-US&anchor=Autodesk+Robot+Structural+Analysis+Professional+2013+software&index=7&md5=60ca82c854ba3d8414560d32606451c5
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.autodesk.com%2Fpr-robotstructural&esheet=50509159&lan=en-US&anchor=Autodesk+Robot+Structural+Analysis+Professional+2013+software&index=7&md5=60ca82c854ba3d8414560d32606451c5
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fusa.autodesk.com%2Fautocad-raster-design%2F&esheet=50509159&lan=en-US&anchor=AutoCAD+Raster+Design+2013+software&index=8&md5=b22dab8a00313d0303735b4a617214e1
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.autodesk.com%2Fpr-civil3d&esheet=50509159&lan=en-US&anchor=AutoCAD+2013+software&index=9&md5=289ba171091ab6e494189caf05fbe03b
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.autodesk.com%2Fpr-infrastructuredesignsuite&esheet=50509159&lan=en-US&anchor=Autodesk+Infrastructure+Design+Suite+2013&index=10&md5=9f0cd69dd0b9fc2b4aebcbbfa3d3718f
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.autodesk.com%2Fpr-infrastructuredesignsuite&esheet=50509159&lan=en-US&anchor=Autodesk+Infrastructure+Design+Suite+2013&index=10&md5=9f0cd69dd0b9fc2b4aebcbbfa3d3718f
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fdot.state.nm.us%2Fen%2FD1%2FProjectsD1.html&esheet=50509159&lan=en-US&anchor=Cambray+Bridge+replacement+and+I-10+roadway+rehabilitation+projects&index=11&md5=22d77029acabde2865de8c929d81ecd0
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infrastructure solutions, which help designers and civil engineers in both consulting firms and 
government agencies plan, design, build and manage more sustainable infrastructure.” 
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Skanska and Bluebeam Software Enter Global Purchasing Agreement 
18 December 2012 
 
Skanska has entered into a global purchasing agreement with Bluebeam® Software, the developer of 
PDF-based solutions for digital project workflows. Under this new agreement, Skanska project teams 
throughout the world can deploy Bluebeam's flagship solution, Revu®, for digital project 
communication and collaboration. This decision comes after the successful implementation of Revu by 
numerous Skanska project teams in Sweden and the US, including the firm's largest project to date - the 
14 billion SEK ($2 billion US) New Karolinska (NKS) University Hospital in Stockholm, Sweden. 
 
Bluebeam Revu is a PDF-based solution that enables architecture, engineering and construction 
professionals to streamline workflows, improve communication and reduce paper use. Revu includes 2D 
and 3D PDF creation and a variety of industry-standard redlining tools including text, highlights, shapes, 
clouds, CAD symbols and measurements. Advanced features include automatic drawing comparisons, 
hyperlink management, integration with SharePoint® and ProjectWise®, and tablet PC compatibility. 
Additionally, Revu includes an integrated cloud solution, Bluebeam Studio™, for storing PDFs and 
other project files online and collaborating in real-time on PDFs. 
  
Skanska's NKS project team is currently using several of these features to electronically share 
information for this massive, 3.4 million gross square foot facility. Project team members are using 
Revu to create and annotate PDFs, enabling them to easily share detailed drawings, comments and 
questions with project team members downstream. The team is also organizing and managing the 
enormous amount of project information by using Links - Revu's hyperlink manager - to link PDF 
drawings to additional project data stored in SharePoint®. 
 
"Revu is a powerful solution that creates so many opportunities for streamlining project communication 
and collaboration and allows project teams to work more efficiently," said Christian Gren, Director of 
Account Services, Bluebeam AB. "With this agreement, Skanska project teams can increase 
productivity, create significant time savings and reduce costs, ultimately having a substantial impact on 
the bottom line." 
 
"Skanska's implementation of Revu on the incredible New Karolinska Solna project proves that anything 
is possible with Bluebeam," said Kristine Hopkins, Bluebeam Software's Director of Account Services. 
"Bluebeam is thrilled to enter into this purchasing agreement with Skanska, making it easier for its 
project teams around the globe to communicate and collaborate digitally and work without limits." 
 
Bluebeam Software products are available direct and through a global network of authorized resellers. 

http://www.skanska.com/
http://www.bluebeam.com/index.asp?src=3369
http://www.bluebeam.com/us/products/revu/10/index.asp?src=3369
http://www.skanska.com/en/media/featured-news/new-karolinska-solna-in-progress/
http://www.bluebeam.com/us/products/revu/bluebeam-studio.asp?src=3369
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For more information, visit www.bluebeam.com. 
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Product News 
Agilent Technologies Unveils New IC-CAP Platform for Device Characterization and Modeling 
18 December 2012 
 
Agilent Technologies Inc. announced the latest release of its device modeling software platform, the 
Integrated Circuit Characterization and Analysis Program (IC-CAP). 
 
With IC-CAP 2013.01, Agilent introduces major improvements to its flagship product for high-
frequency device modeling. One key improvement is turnkey extraction of the Angelov-GaN model, the 
industry standard compact device model for GaN semiconductor devices. 
 
GaN technology is becoming commonplace in today's high-power RF communication circuits and 
automotive electronic components. Modeling these devices is challenging due to the impact of trapping 
and thermal effects on the device electrical characteristics. Existing GaAs models have been used as a 
first attempt to model GaN devices, but they are not accurate enough. The Angelov-GaN model, 
developed by Professor IItcho Angelov at Chalmers University of Technology, is quickly establishing 
itself as the industry's solution to this dilemma. 
 
Agilent's W8533 Angelov-GaN extraction package, which is part of the IC-CAP platform, was 
developed in conjunction with industry partners and validated on real GaN processes. It provides a 
dedicated software environment that allows users to perform the necessary measurements and extraction 
of the Angelov-GaN model. Typical DC and network analyzers are supported for making DC and S-
parameter measurements and de-embedding. A convenient interface lets users execute a step-by-step 
extraction flow to obtain the model parameters. A turnkey flow provides quick start modeling of GaN 
devices. The package also enables complete customization to optimize the flow to different technology 
flavors of GaN processes. Simulations are performed using Agilent's Advanced Design System. 
 
IC-CAP 2013.01 also features a new Python programming environment that is up to 100 times faster for 
typical tasks such as parameter extraction, data analysis, instrument control and interface 
responsiveness. It enables better code organization and provides an extensive set of libraries for math, 
instrument control and statistical analysis. With IC-CAP Python, users gain major efficiency when 
developing their programs. Python programs are interoperable with existing programs, ensuring 
compatibility with ongoing IC-CAP projects. 
 
"As the leading provider of RF device characterization and modeling, Agilent continues to make bold 
improvements to our IC-CAP product," said Roberto Tinti, device modeling product manager with 
Agilent EEsof EDA. "This release represents a major milestone, as Python greatly improves an 

http://www.bluebeam.com/index.asp?src=3369
http://www.agilent.com/find/eesof-iccap2013.01
http://www.agilent.com/find/eesof-iccap-angelov-gan
http://www.agilent.com/find/eesof-ads
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engineer's ability to learn and get the most out of IC-CAP. We continue to lead the way in high-
frequency modeling with our Angelov-GaN extraction package." 
 
Other new features in IC-CAP 2013 .01 include support of Smartspice simulations and support for gain 
compression and two-tone intermodulation distortion measurements with Agilent's PNA-X network 
analyzer. This is a critical capability since nonlinear device characterization is essential to verifying 
model accuracy in real applications. Another part of the platform, IC-CAP WaferPro (a powerful 
automated on-wafer measurement solution), now features usability and user interface enhancements to 
facilitate test-plan development. 
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Bentley Announces Immediate Availability of eB Insight V8i (SELECTseries 3)  
20 December 2012 
 
Bentley Systems, Incorporated, announced the immediate availability of eB Insight V8i(SELECTseries 
3). This newest version of eB Insight, the foundation of Bentley’s AssetWise system of servers and 
services, provides records management enhancements that comply with the U.S. Department of Defense 
(DOD) 5015.02 Records Management standard. As a result, eB Insight is now listed in DOD’s 
compliant Product Register and is ideally suited for all DOD organizations, contractors, and suppliers, as 
well as owner-operators of engineered infrastructure assets seeking health, safety, and environmental 
compliance. Examples of these infrastructure assets include utilities, nuclear facilities, rail networks, and 
oil and gas, chemical, and other process plants. 
 
eB Insight controls information throughout the lifecycle of change, ensuring the delivery of relevant, 
trusted information to infrastructure operations, where and when it is needed. It uniquely integrates 
configuration and change management best practices to deliver powerful asset lifecycle information 
management capabilities. eB Insight’s DOD 5015.02 certification empowers organizations to comply 
with exacting records management and retention requirements while reducing risk by enabling them to 
effectively control how and for how long their records are retained. 
 
The records management enhancements to eB Insight V8i (SELECTseries 3): 

• empower organizations to apply records and retention policies to all relevant content; 
• make eB Insight compliant with DOD 5015.02 RMA Requirements and enable it to be listed on 

the Joint Interoperability Test Command (JITC) RMA register, demonstrating that eB 
Insight records management software meets mandatory functional requirements for use in the 
U.S. federal government; 

• enable U.S. state and other nonfederal government organizations as well as private organizations 
worldwide to have the security associated with establishing a DOD-certified product as their 
standard for records management software; 

• include enhancements to file plan functionality and auto import for file meta data, along with 
Outlook connector, administrative, security, notification, and file disposition enhancements. 

http://www.bentley.com/en-US/Products/eB+Insight+Services/
http://www.bentley.com/eB+Insight+Records+Management+Services
http://jitc.fhu.disa.mil/cgi/rma/reg.aspx
http://jitc.fhu.disa.mil/cgi/rma/reg.aspx
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Philip Coretti, vice president EHS&QS, Energy Solutions, said “Energy Solutions has been a user 
of eB software for many years, and as a major supplier to the U.S. Department of Defense, 5015.02 
complements and strengthens our business processes. We are delighted that Bentley has been able to 
leverage its expertise in U.S. government regulations to deliver 5015.02 compliance in eB Insight. We 
look forward to using eB records management across all our business areas.” 
 
For additional information about eB Insight V8i (SELECTseries 3), 
visit www.bentley.com/eB+Insight+Records+Management+Services.  
 

Click here to return to Contents 

C3D Kernel Available for Linux Developers 
20 December 2012 
 
ASCON Group revealed today that it has developed a version of its C3D modeling kernel for the Linux 
operating system. ASCON welcomes 3D application developers who work with alternative operation 
systems to try out the beta version of the C3D kernel. 
 
“The Linux version of C3D kernel is another step in providing a broad range of code to our external 
developers,” said Oleg Zykov, innovation project manager at ASCON. “Currently, the product is in its 
beta testing stage, but functionally it is equal to the Windows-based version. We look forward to 
receiving feedback from users, and based on the level of their interest, we will go on to create a 
commercial version of C3D for Linux.” 
 
C3D Beta for Linux is available for beta testing now. To receive a copy, contact ASCON 
at c3D@ascon.ru with “Linux” in subject line of the message. Please also include a description of the 
task or application for where you would like to use our C3D kernel.  
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CAM Innovator DP Technology Corp. Now Shipping ESPRIT 2013  
14 December 2012 
 
DP Technology Corp. is now shipping ESPRIT® 2013, the latest version of its flagship software, 
designed to program today’s multi-spindle, multi-turret mill-turn and Swiss-turn machine tools. 
 
ESPRIT 2013 includes new productivity-enhancing technology for all CNC programmers and for all 
machining disciplines. This latest version focuses on providing new and enhanced machining 
technology that ensures smarter, more efficient toolpath and new strategies for greater overall 
productivity. 

http://www.bentley.com/eB+Insight+Records+Management+Services
mailto:c3D@ascon.ru
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Featuring functionality that emphasizes higher cutting speeds, longer tool life and suitability to 
increasingly complex geometry, ESPRIT 2013 is comprehensive in its ability to handle today’s most 
advanced machine tools and demanding machining applications. 
 
New ProfitMilling Pocketing 
Experience better CAM programming with ProfitMilling, a smart and efficient toolpath that puts greater 
profit in your pocket. New to ESPRIT 2013, the patent-pending ProfitMilling strategy for 2-, 3- and 5-
axis roughing cycles allows customers to remove more material in a shorter period of time. Using highly 
advanced technology, the ProfitMilling strategy optimizes engagement angle, chip load, material 
removal rate (MRR), lateral cutter force and machine acceleration to achieve optimal results. 
 
This innovative machining cycle represents the “best of both worlds” by utilizing trochoidal tool motion 
and a traditional offset of the toolpath, allowing usage of the full tool flute length. 
 
“Our tests have shown that ProfitMilling typically reduces cycle time by 70 percent, minimizes 
programming time, reduces energy consumption, and increases tool life by an average of 500 percent,” 
said ESPRIT Product Manager Kenyon Whetsell. “We’ve seen the most dramatic benefits in using the 
ProfitMilling strategies with light to medium-duty machine tools.” 
 
Trochoidal tool motion pattern has been improved in ESPRIT 2013 to take you even faster through your 
cuts. 
 
Improvements include an optimized trochoidal strategy to reduce cycle time and additional tool lifts 
during transitional moves to reduce tool drag. 
 
New Improvements to Lathe Grooving 
ESPRIT 2013 offers new options for cutting grooves faster and more efficiently by taking advantage of 
the latest technology in grooving inserts. Among these upgrades is a new plunge setting added to the 
plunge turning (zigzag) cycle. Using a pre-plunge along walls reduces the tool load against walls and 
cuts wide grooves faster. 
 
Also added is a lateral feed-rate setting that provides customers with more control and an option to 
perform extra-plunge along a profile to deliver fewer scallops for the finish pass. Also new in ESPRIT 
2013 are two new strategies for the “Diagonal Zigzag” groove type: “Thin-to-Thick Chip” for a 
progressive engagement of the tool and “Thick-to-Thin Chip” that is particularly suited to ceramic 
inserts. It generates rapid metal removal without vibration, as well as improved finish and prolonged 
tool life. 
 
Engraving 
ESPRIT 2013 offers a completely new editable and customizable engraving machining cycle that allows 
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customers to use “True Type” fonts, single-stroke fonts or features of the part geometry. In addition to 
more conventional contouring and pocketing machining strategies, the ESPRIT 2013 engraving cycle 
introduces an available V- carving strategy. V-carving is dedicated to the usage of engraving tools with 
tapered ends. This strategy, specific for use with tapered engraving tools, offers benefits that include 
more accurate and aesthetic designs, the ability to machine sharp corners, and reduced cycle time. 
 
Advancements to 3- and 5-axis ESPRIT FreeForm Cycles Numerous enhancements and additions 
have been made to 3- and 5-axis FreeForm cycles in ESPRIT 2013. 
 
A new 5-Axis Roughing Cycle has been designed to quickly and easily rough a 5-axis part using the 
same familiar technology used to rough a 3-axis part, including the new ProfitMilling pattern. The 5-
Axis roughing cycle automatically adjusts the orientation of any tool shape (end mill, ball mill, bull-nose 
mill) to keep the tool perpendicular to the underlying surface, thereby eliminating undercuts. 
 
Also new to ESPRIT 2013 is a 5-Axis Port Machining Cycle dedicated to machining cylindrical 
apertures and devised to cut as deeply as possible into a port while containing tool swings. This cycle is 
aided by an automatic recalculation of tool points along a spine curve. 
 
ESPRIT 2013 features improvements for all 5-axis cycles, including the new, patent-pending 5-axis 
channel-roughing cycle. By directly selecting channel walls without creating complicated features, 
machining channels between thin blades is faster and easier than ever before; simply select the walls on 
either side of the channel, set the incremental depth and go. Another important enhancement is the 
ability to generate multi-level cuts by input of an incremental depth of cut. 
 
Improvements to the 5-Axis Blade Machining Cycle include the ability to optimally machine a single 
blade from one end to the other. A new hub-blending option eliminates unwanted interruptions in the cut 
that occur when the tool reaches the end of the blade and comes into contact with the hub surface. 
 
Additionally, the Impeller Machining Cycle now includes built-in remachining, which allows for the 
complete machining of an impeller without concern for tool dimensions. The impeller cycle allows 
customers to machine as far as possible using the current tool before automatically stopping at the first 
unreachable level. The system retains the maximum depth increment machined, which is then used to 
start the next roughing remachining. This flexible method allows multiple remachinings with decreasing 
tool sizes. The impeller cycle offers additional control over the tool orientation to avoid undesired table 
swing. 
 
Built-in Collision Avoidance in Multi-Axis Milling 
In ESPRIT 2013, new collision-detection strategies have been added to all 3-axis and 5-axis milling 
operations, which detect collisions while toolpath is being calculated instead of during the simulation 
process. ESPRIT can be instructed to recommend the minimal tool length to avoid collision, or to 
automatically trim away the colliding toolpath and reconnect with appropriate links. 
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New Geometry for Multi-Axis Machining 
The machining of engine ports and turbine blades requires precise control of tool motion, and ESPRIT 
2013 makes the task easier than ever before with new curves and surfaces to guide the tool. 
 
A major enhancement unique to ESPRIT 2013 is a new “Mid Surface” function added to the Knitted 
Surfaces toolbar. 
 
The new “Mid Surface” function is perfect for blade machining, where it serves two purposes: allowing 
for the calculation of toolpath from a single source instead of multiple faces on the model, and 
controlling the orientation of the tool axis throughout the cut, rather than on individual surfaces of the 
blade. 
 
The new “Spine Curve” option creates a curve along the centers of radial surfaces and is ideal for port 
machining, as it allows programmers to guide the tool as far as possible into the opening. 
 
The “Curve From Surface” command has been enhanced in ESPRIT 2013 with a new option to create 
either a parametric curve or a spine curve. 
 
New Improvements to Wrap Machining 
“Wrap Pocketing” and “Wrap Contouring,” enhanced for ESPRIT 2013, now support the machining of 
non-cylindrical parts. In addition to wrapping a feature on a working diameter, a 3D feature chain may 
also be selected as an input, no longer necessitating “unwrapping” the feature. A distinct advantage over 
the legacy cycles, current wrap operations also offer the user the ability to apply a Y-axis offset in order 
to obtain the desired wall geometry. 
 

Click here to return to Contents 
 

Celeritive Technologies Signs VoluMill™ License Agreement with Missler Software for TopSolid 
Integration 
21 December 2012 
 
On 12 November, Celeritive Technologies, Inc., developers of VoluMill™ announced that it has signed 
a license agreement with Missler Software, the developers of TopSolid headquartered in Evry, France. 
Under terms of the agreement, Missler Software will integrate Celeritive’s ultra high-performance 
toolpath engine VoluMill™ into Missler’s award-winning TopSolid® CAD/CAM product and offer 
VoluMill 3-axis applications as an option upgrade, which is expected to provide users with dramatically 
improved rough milling productivity. 
 
VoluMill’s patent-pending technology generates toolpaths that produce a consistent material removal 
rate. Their smooth, flowing motion establishes and maintains ideal milling conditions in any part shape. 
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Reduced forces on the spindle and cutting tool enable machining hardware to be safely utilized to its full 
capabilities. Uniform chip formation and excellent heat dissipation result in the previously unachievable 
combination of dramatically reduced cycle times and significantly extended cutting-tool life. 
 
This software investment was essential: “Although TopSolid' Cam has a long list of features for metal 
removal (trochoidal, cutter overlap bigger than tool radius), we needed a technology that provided deep 
depths of cut in difficult to machine materials such as Inconel or titanium. The integration of VoluMill 
allows us to satisfy all our customers currently subject to these types of constraints.” says Jean-Pierre 
Lugarini, Technical Director of CAM Technologies at Missler Software. 
 
“We are pleased to add Missler to our list of partnerships around the world. TopSolid has proven to be a 
critical solution for many of the world’s leading manufacturers” says Terry Sorensen, CEO for 
Celeritive.  
 

Click here to return to Contents 

ClearEdge3D Releases EdgeWise Plant™ 4.0 
12 December 2012 
 
ClearEdge3D has released EdgeWise Plant™ 4.0, with 9 major new features and enhancements that 
create the fastest end-to-end pipe modeling solution on the market. The software automates the 3D 
modeling of complex process plant facilities, cutting up to 85% of labor from the modeling workflow. 
 
Robert Greenhalgh with Ramboll Oil & Gas used the software on a recent North Sea offshore project. 
“We reduced our 3D modeling time substantially with EdgeWise Plant 4.0,” said Greenhalgh. ”Building 
standard pipe fittings on top of the powerful automated tools makes 4.0 the complete pipe modeling 
package.”  
 
The new features and enhancements in EdgeWise Plant 4.0 are a major step forward in pipe modeling 
technology. They include: 

• Better automated pipe extraction algorithms automatically model up to 90% of the pipes in a 
project 
 

• Dimensionally-accurate component placement from 4.0’s extensive new specification-driven 
component  library (see a video of how component placement works by going 
to http://www.clearedge3d.com/Products.aspx?show=EdgeWisePlantNewFeatures) 

• Demolition tool easily removes pipes and associated points from the point cloud 
• Custom specification editor can import or create new specifications 
• Billion-plus point cloud visualization engine gives a high-definition view of the project 
• Fast end-to-end pipe editing tools get you from field-to-finish in record time  

 

http://www.clearedge3d.com/Products.aspx?show=EdgeWisePlantNewFeatures
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“The new tools in EdgeWise Plant 4.0 make the software a true field-to-finish pipe modeling package,” 
said Chris Scotton, ClearEdge3D’s President & CEO. “The improved extraction algorithms along with 
the component catalog, custom spec editor and extensive finishing tools redefine the man-hours required 
to model complex pipe geometry.” 
 
“This is by far our most ambitious software release ever,” commented Kevin Williams, ClearEdge3D’s 
founder and Chief Scientist. “The speed it delivers to the modeling workflow can change the economics 
of 3D modeling.  Customers are reporting savings of up to 85% over traditional modeling 
methods.”  Larry Kleinkemper, President of Lanmar Service, an early user of the software, shares that 
assessment. “To be honest, I can't imagine why a firm with a pipe modeling project wouldn't use 
EdgeWise Plant 4.0."  Ramboll’s Greenhalgh agrees.  “4.0 should be in every pipe modeler’s toolbox.” 
 
To evaluate EdgeWise Plant 4.0 for your modeling toolbox, contact Janice Starrs 
at janice.starrs@clearedge3d.com  or to watch a video of the software’s new 
features: www.clearedge3d.com. 
 

Click here to return to Contents 

Eyelit Inc. Releases Eyelit’s 5.0  
12 December 2012 
 
Eyelit Inc., a manufacturing software provider for visibility, control, and coordination of manufacturing 
operations for the aerospace & defense, discrete electronics, semiconductor, and photovoltaic (solar) 
industries, announced the release of version 5.0 of its suite of technologically advanced manufacturing 
software. 
 
Version 5 of Eyelit Manufacturing™ launches powerful new capabilities and modules designed 
specifically to help manufacturers accelerate experimentation and reduce the time to market for new 
product introductions. The release leverages advanced technology to lower the cost of quickly deploying 
and adapting automation, and to provide mobile, real-time visibility into manufacturing operations. 
Version 5 is valuable in helping companies streamline operations in fast-changing, high-mix 
environments. 
 
The new Eyelit Automated Data Services™ module dramatically lowers the time and cost of automation 
through an innovative scripting engine that enables end users to quickly integrate tools and systems. The 
new Eyelit Operational Data Store™ module transforms transactional data in real time, populating a 
long-term historical database. The configurable schema can be tailored to make it simple for users to 
generate their favorite types of visual information with any application. The enhanced Eyelit 
Reporting™ module provides dynamic visibility by enabling users to incorporate reports and graphs in 
configurable panes within user interfaces on the factory floor, and supports “anywhere access” through 
the recently released Eyelit Mobile Web Portal™. The new Eyelit Special Processing™ module supplies 
process engineers with intuitive, drag-and-drop capabilities to add and remove version-controlled special 
instructions for experimentation and rapid development of new products. 

mailto:janice.starrs@clearedge3d.com
http://www.clearedge3d.com/
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.eyelit.com&esheet=50506401&lan=en-US&anchor=Eyelit+Inc.&index=1&md5=6a4c545c17527288d95fa45993b38c6b
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.eyelit.com&esheet=50506401&lan=en-US&anchor=Eyelit+Inc.&index=1&md5=6a4c545c17527288d95fa45993b38c6b
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.eyelit.com%2Fpro_manufacturing.html&esheet=50506401&lan=en-US&anchor=Eyelit+Manufacturing&index=2&md5=3c579f58a65ccbe7291a6c173a857383
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.eyelit.com%2Fpress_072612.html&esheet=50506401&lan=en-US&anchor=Eyelit+Automated+Data+Services&index=3&md5=f72d028874bb51d388afd06436995dc7
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.eyelit.com%2Fpro_intelligence.html&esheet=50506401&lan=en-US&anchor=Eyelit+Operational+Data+Store&index=4&md5=510b24321d475ab40cf547d5934dbe55
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.eyelit.com%2Fpro_intelligence.html&esheet=50506401&lan=en-US&anchor=Eyelit+Reporting&index=5&md5=a65ace4bc9cf7d321dc799e594b9e777
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.eyelit.com%2Fpro_intelligence.html&esheet=50506401&lan=en-US&anchor=Eyelit+Reporting&index=5&md5=a65ace4bc9cf7d321dc799e594b9e777
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.eyelit.com%2Fpress_043012.html&esheet=50506401&lan=en-US&anchor=Eyelit+Mobile+Web+Portal&index=6&md5=1669e28ca831e42be47848edb61bbeba
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Enhancements in Version 5 of the core Eyelit MES™ and Eyelit Asset Management™ modules present 
a host of new features for durables management, material consumption-based maintenance triggers, and 
other systematic controls. The Eyelit Platform™ workflow engine extends the flexible rules for 
evaluating variables within conditional manufacturing and business process flows to enable the 
configuration and enforcement of virtually any complex, multi-dimensional scenario. 
 
Version 5 was developed in close collaboration with customers, and includes features introduced during 
implementations of Version 4. By expediting the roll out of new features during implementation 
projects, users were delighted to take advantage of innovative capabilities they desired without having to 
wait for the next major release. This style of rapid development sets Eyelit apart as a software company. 
Each major version of Eyelit products makes newly introduced capabilities available to all customers. 
 
“Eyelit is a really fun place to work with our leading-edge technologies and strategic focus on agility,” 
stated Salil Jain, Eyelit’s founder, President and Chief Executive Officer. “Our business model has 
always been to reinvest a large portion of profits back into developing new and improved solutions for 
our customers. We work closely with our customers, and respond quickly to address their evolving 
needs. Our vibrant product roadmap incorporates many additional exciting capabilities over the next 
several releases.” 
 

Click here to return to Contents 

GstarCAD MC PRO Tackled the Key Problem of Mobile CAD Apps 
18 December 2012 
 
Mobile CAD apps were born in recent years. Its main function is to assist users to view and edit 
drawings on their iOS or Android devices. However, because of its own disadvantages, the 
popularization and promotion of mobile CAD software was blocked. So, Gstarsoft released GstarCAD 
MC PRO to solve these problems. 
 
While viewing the drawings on a mobile device, the compatibility is the most widely criticized problem 
by users. Because most of the mobile CAD software cannot read or write .dwg drawings directly, users 
have to convert the drawings to a specified format before viewing. Besides, a lot of drawings will appear 
mistakes after transfer to mobile devices. 
 
These problems are undoubtedly critical to users’ experience of mobile CAD. When smart mobile 
devices were springing up, it was also a harsh time for video playing apps; users had to convert the 
videos to a specific format before playing it on a smart device. Therefore, many users thought the 
function was just a useless “toy”. The video playing apps didn’t become popular until the mode of direct 
playing was widespread. 
 
The situation that mobile CAD is facing is the same as video playing apps. But the problem of 

http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.eyelit.com%2Fmfg_mes.html&esheet=50506401&lan=en-US&anchor=Eyelit+MES&index=7&md5=09f27fb6fa0843df7819f5cc8a11ae88
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.eyelit.com%2Fmfg_asset.html&esheet=50506401&lan=en-US&anchor=Eyelit+Asset+Management&index=8&md5=11f6b05fdfb6c1441c92185868d7bb38
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compatibility was solved by GstarCAD MC PRO. 
 
During the development of GstarCAD MC PRO, Gstarsoft did a deep research according to the 
requirements of users. And depending on the powerful strength of technology, Gstarsoft created an 
entirely new core; it can edit a drawing more efficiently. Besides it is perfectly compatible with .dwg 
format and high performance is another amazing advantage. 
 
Furthermore, GstarCAD MC PRO revised the bugs of East Asian text displaying and network 
transmission of drawings. It will bring users a more excellent and faster mobile cad experience. 
 
Download GstarCAD MC PRO (for iOS):https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/gstarcad-mc-
pro/id555578651?mt=8 
 
Download GstarCAD MC PRO (for Android):http://www.gstarcad.net/cad_143_79.html 
 

Click here to return to Contents 

i GET IT New Training Section Offers Users More Direct Approach, Simpler Interface for Learning 
19 December 2012 
 
i GET IT, the online self-paced training solution for engineers from Tata Technologies, announced the 
release of a new enhanced and simplified top navigation for the Training section within i GET IT.  The i 
GET IT Training tab is the most frequently accessed area on the website because it is the point of entry 
for users to begin training, track their training progress and complete assessments. 
 
In addition, the all-new Catalog area allows users quicker, easier access to course details and the former 
My Learning Path has been replaced with a new “Favorites” section, with a more intuitive user interface. 
Highlights of the enhanced navigation include: 
 
Catalog 
The Catalog is where users browse all available course materials and assessments. Within the Catalog, 
users are able to mine details of a course to gain greater insight into the topic before beginning. Users 
also may “Favorite,” “Download” the user files, and/or share the course with a friend from within the 
“Details” page. 
 
Favorites 
The new “Favorites” section replaces the My Learning Path tab and provides users quick, easy access to 
courses or assessments. Throughout the training section, users may select and unselect the “star 
Favorite” symbol to add or remove listings from Favorites. This function allows users to easily track of 
the items they are currently working on, or would like to complete in the future. Users also may set this 

https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/gstarcad-mc-pro/id555578651?mt=8
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/gstarcad-mc-pro/id555578651?mt=8
http://www10.mcadcafe.com/goto.php?http://www.gstarcad.net/cad_143_79.html
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has their default section, when clicking the “Training” tab under Account Preferences. 
 
Assigned Learning 
The Assigned Learning section has been upgraded to support all of the new capabilities users will find in 
the Favorites and History sections. Users now may sort items by selecting the column header and start a 
course or assessment simply by clicking the title or “Start” button. The items displayed in this section 
have been assigned – most commonly by a manager or account administrator – to be completed by the 
user through a Learning Path Template. 
 
History 
The new History section provides an ongoing list of the courses and assessments users have started. This 
may provide quick access to a course or assessment recently started, but did not added to the user’s 
Favorites. 
 
View the new Getting Started video for these i GET IT enhancements here.   
 
Users should direct questions about these i GET IT enhancements to: support@myigeitt.com.    
 
More updates: In January 2013, additional updates to expand and update i GET IT custom course and 
assessment building capabilities are scheduled for release. 
 

Click here to return to Contents 

MecSoft Releases VisualXPORT 2.0 for SpaceClaim 
19 December 2012 
 
MecSoft Corporation has announced the availability of the latest version of their fully integrated plug-in 
for SpaceClaim Engineer, VisualXPORT 2.0 for SpaceClaim. 
 
VisualXPORT for SpaceClaim is a plug-in for SpaceClaim Engineer allowing users to transfer 
SpaceClaim geometry directly to VisualCAD without having to go through a neutral format such as 
STEP or IGES.  The solution provides an enhanced workflow for companies that design in SpaceClaim 
and use VisualCAD/VisualMILL in their manufacturing process. 
 
“SpaceClaim customers will be excited to be able to directly integrate their work between VisualCAD 
and SpaceClaim Engineer with this new integration,” stated Rich Moore, VP of Business Development 
at SpaceClaim. “This will further streamline their work and ability to prepare geometry for 
manufacturing quickly and easily.” 
 
“With VisualXPORT 2.0 for SpaceClaim we’re able to meet the needs of MecSoft’s SpaceClaim 

http://youtu.be/ZsFhqgIkWRA
mailto:support@myigeitt.com
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customers that desire enhanced export capabilities beyond the traditional 3D DWG, STL, IGES and 
STEP formats,” stated Uday Honnalagere, Support Manager for MecSoft.  
 
VisualXPORT 2.0 for SpaceClaim is available in both 32 and 64 bit versions. To learn more about  
VisualXPORT for SpaceClaim, please visit www.visualxport.com.  
 

Click here to return to Contents 

Mentor Graphics Announces Comprehensive Design Enablement Platform for Samsung’s 14nm IC 
Manufacturing Process 
21 December 2012 
 
Mentor Graphics Corp. today announced comprehensive design, manufacturing, and post tapeout 
enabling support for Samsung’s 14nm IC manufacturing processes, providing customers with a 
complete design-to-silicon flow concurrent with early process availability. The fully interoperable 
Mentor® flow helps customers achieve fast design cycles and first time silicon success. 
 
The Mentor solutions optimized for Samsung’s 14nm offerings include the Calibre® platform with 
design rule checking (DRC), LVS checking, extraction, design for manufacturing (DFM) and advanced 
fill, as well as the Tessent® design for test (DFT) suite and yield analysis tools. 
 
“Samsung and Mentor have been working together to speed the enablement of design and manufacturing 
co-optimization for many years, and our collaboration is more important than ever at the 14nm node,” 
said Dr. Kyu-Myung Choi, senior vice president of System LSI infrastructure design center, Device 
Solutions, Samsung Electronics. “The design rules for 14nm are extremely complex with the 
introduction of FinFETs in addition to double patterning (DP) layers. It is critical that physical design, 
verification and testing tools are intimately aligned with the manufacturing processes of the target 
foundry. Since Samsung also uses the Mentor Calibre solution for its own IC development, designers 
using it will get accurate and immediate feedback so they can co-optimize the design process.” 
 
The Calibre platform creates decomposed double patterning (DP) layouts that are compliant with all of 
Samsung’s 14nm lithography requirements and tuned to the Samsung mask synthesis and OPC process, 
which is also provided by Mentor at 14nm. It also provides designers with rapid feedback on complex 
design rules for FinFETs, and specific coaching on elimination of DFM litho errors to make fixing 
violations faster and more accurate. Calibre tools for LVS and extraction have been calibrated to ensure 
accurate device and parasitic models for Samsung FinFETs, eliminating “double-counting” of important 
effects that can occur with other tools. Moreover, Calibre SmartFill ensures there are no CMP issues 
with designs by intelligently placing fill structures to achieve planarity while minimizing timing issues. 
 
Collaboration on Tessent cell-aware test tools is providing higher test quality for new cell internal 
structures at 14nm, and higher test pattern compression to control the cost of testing larger 14nm 
designs. Mentor and Samsung are also leveraging production test diagnosis by exchanging information 

http://www.visualxport.com/
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.mentor.com%2F&esheet=50515305&lan=en-US&anchor=Mentor+Graphics+Corp&index=1&md5=74606c206d4e29617fea92020fb2c8fa
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between the Tessent tools and the Calibre Pattern Matching facility to quickly identify and eliminate 
design-specific yield limiting features during design ramp up. 
 
“Through our close cooperation, Mentor and Samsung are able to provide all the necessary enabling 
technology for our customers concurrent with the availability of Samsung’s 14nm manufacturing 
processes,” said Joseph Sawicki, vice president and general manager of the Design to Silicon division at 
Mentor Graphics. “This level of collaboration is absolutely necessary to deliver a 14nm-ready design 
ecosystem.” 
 

Click here to return to Contents 

New Release of Aras Requirements Management Solution Embedded in PLM for Systems 
Engineering 
17 December 2012 
 
Aras® today announced a new release of the Aras Requirements Management solution with next 
generation functionality embedded in PLM for systems engineering. With Aras Requirements 
Management global enterprises get the advanced capabilities they need to meet complex customer 
demands, drive product quality and minimize risks.  
 
See a live Demonstration of Aras Requirements Management 
Wednesday, January 9, 2012 – 11:00am Eastern 
Register at http://aras.com/plm/001722 
 
Aras Requirements Management combines advanced requirements management functionality with 
enterprise PLM providing powerful capabilities for complex systems engineering and systems of 
systems planning, development and realization. With Aras Requirements Management, users can 
identify, associate, track and trace different types of requirements - including physical, functional, 
logical and performance requirements - and validate that the system or product satisfies the original 
intent.  
 
“Issues spanning multiple disciplines are difficult to catch when relying solely on an isolated 
requirements management tool,” notes CIMdata’s Collaborative Product Development Associates report 
‘Integrating Requirements Management Across Product Development’. “Requirements simply represent 
one more view of a system or product structure. They must be managed with the same capabilities 
supported, including the organization of requirements in structures with links and dependencies, 
versioning, the definition of baselines, change and configuration management.”  
 
Multi-Discipline Requirements Hierarchy 
Aras Requirements Management enables the creation of a single, multi-discipline requirements 
hierarchy that can be organized into multiple requirements documents addressing individual disciplines 
including mechanical, electrical, software, firmware and others. Each requirements document has 
chapters and sections with configurable version control throughout the hierarchy. A multi-discipline 
hierarchy enables the organization of requirements by traditional discipline or other groupings without 
losing their place in the overall hierarchy. This capability is critical for designing today’s complex 

http://aras.com/plm/001722
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products and systems where a single requirement is often addressed by a combination of hardware, 
software and electronics.  
 
Requirements are then linked to specifications, parts, Bills of Material, test plans and other PLM items 
at different phases of the lifecycle becoming part of the overall configuration. Change management 
workflow assures requirements stay in sync as the system or product evolves over the life cycle.  
 
Aras Requirements Management – Solution Highlights 
 
Enhanced Requirements Capture - Make anything a requirement including Files, Emails, Scanned 
Images, URL links, Pictures, Videos (even from YouTube), as well as existing PLM items, such as 
Parts, Materials, Drawings and Models  
 
Trace Matrix Verification - Provides traceability of requirements to verify that systems, subsystems 
and interfaces satisfy all of requirements, from high-level conceptual down to the detailed component-
level  
 
Comprehensive Impact Analysis - Requirements are included in the impact analysis on proposed 
changes and can become affected items on ECRs & ECOs  
 
Closed Loop Validation - Full support for validation plans, procedures and all related documentation 
with reporting, sign-offs and workflow  
 
Complete Compliance - A full audit trail with change history can be automatically recorded for 
environments with compliance and regulatory conditions  
 
Powerful & Easy to Use – Comprehensive features with secure web browser access and familiar look 
and feel for users across the enterprise  
 
Multi-Discipline - Simultaneously manage requirements from many different disciplines – mechanical, 
electronics & electrical, firmware and software – together in one environment for complex systems 
engineering  
 
Cross-Functional - Achieve requirements collaboration with Product Management, Marketing, Quality, 
Manufacturing, Procurement, Field Support and other groups throughout the product life cycle  
 
Extended Enterprise Collaboration - Gather requirements from across the extended enterprise and 
involve customers, subcontractors and outsourced manufacturers with strict security for need-to-know 
visibility and access  
 
Federated Integration - Connects securely to existing enterprise systems and authoring tools 
throughout the company using Web services  
 
“Bringing together requirements management and PLM isn’t a new idea. It just hasn’t been done very 
well to date,” said Peter Schroer, President of Aras. “We didn’t acquire a separate requirements 
management system and try to stitch it in to our existing technology. We built it right on our PLM 
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platform so global businesses get all of the advanced functionality along with the scalability, security 
and flexibility they really need without having to deal with two different systems.”  
 
Learn more and see a live demonstration on the Aras Requirements Management webcast on 
Wednesday, January 9, 2013. Registration at http://aras.com/plm/001722  
 
Download the Aras Requirements Management product brief at http://aras.com/plm/001723  
 

Click here to return to Contents 
 

Newly Released: Mastercam Swiss Expert 2012 
19 December 2012 
 
The newly released Mastercam Swiss Expert is designed to control a variety of Swiss-style NC 
machines, and is popular with watch-making, medical devices, dental, automotive, and electronics 
companies—all known for the requirement of extremely small, but very precise parts. Mastercam Swiss 
Expert is known for supporting an unlimited number of axes and channels, and for realistic simulation of 
the entire machine and its tools. Mastercam Swiss Expert reduces startup time significantly, is ideal for 
optimizing cycle times, and supports all types of tooling. 
 
Powerful Solids Programming 
Mastercam Swiss Expert is completely solids based, allowing for quick toolpath creation from solid 
faces, edges, loops, and turned profiles. There is no need to create additional geometry to cut your part. 
 
Tools to Make Programming Easier 
Efficient cutting means more than just programming a toolpath. Mastercam Swiss Expert gives you a set 
of tools that impact your entire process, including: 

• A complete understanding of your machine allows for streamlined programming, from toolpaths 
to synchronization to simulation. 

• Select tools and build 3D tool assemblies in the comprehensive Tool Manager. Tools, tool 
assemblies, and tool equipment are fully supported in Machine Simulation. 

• Save tools and cutting strategies into libraries for future use on similar or families of parts. 
• View your operations and add synchronization points graphically using the Sync Manager. 

Mastercam Swiss Expert understands your machining modes, and will prevent adding sync 
points that the machine cannot execute. 

 
Synchronization Made Easy 
Mastercam Swiss Expert has all of the tools necessary to graphically optimize part cycle times and avoid 
collisions. With the Sync Manager, you can: 

• Use an unlimited number of channels. 

http://aras.com/plm/001722
http://aras.com/plm/001723
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• Drag, drop, and sync operations to one another. 
• Sync operations by tool group or by channel. 
• View all machining parameters and modify them on the fly if necessary. 
• Expand and contract the timeline for trouble-free viewing of the part process. 
• Use colors to help identify which toolpaths belong to which tool group or channel. 
• Quickly view the time each operation takes to complete. 

 
Simulation 
Mastercam Swiss Expert lets you fully and safely simulate your project on a virtual machine before it 
reaches your shop floor. Mastercam Swiss Expert’s simulation provides: 

• Full simulation of every moving component of your machine, including material, main and sub 
spindles, all tool holders, and part handling devices. 

• Automatic collision detection. Catch collisions in a virtual environment before damaging 
expensive equipment. 

• Accurate machine models allow you to be confident in the representation of machining 
processes.  

• Automatically jump to any point in the simulation by selecting a location on the Gantt chart. 
• Simultaneously view NC code for all channels while simulating your part. 

 
For more information on the new Mastercam Swiss Expert, please contact CNC Software at 860-875-
5006 or at swissexpert@mastercam.com.  
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Optimal Solutions Releases Sculptor 3.3 for 3D Data Reuse 
20 December 2012 
 
Optimal Solutions Software, supplier of 3D real-time morphing and shape optimization technology, is 
proud to announce the release of Sculptor version 3.3. Working closely with their customers to identify 
features and improvements they have made Sculptor easier to use and more powerful than ever. This 
release of Sculptor also brings with it a restructuring of the Sculptor product line to better align with 
customer demand as follows: 

• Sculptor Morph - Advanced morphing technology for STL and point cloud data 
• Sculptor Morph Analysis - Advanced morphing technology for CAE & CFD data 
• Sculptor+ CAD - Advanced morphing technology for CAD data 
• Sculptor+ Optimize - 3D shape optimization leveraging advanced morphing technology 
• Sculptor Morph API - API access to Advanced 3D model morphing technology for software 

developers 

mailto:swissexpert@mastercam.com
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=001JpAhldDnx_1363r81msdU29U6UWSytDuMQVe50cvsASRh-J8tF3TTYLlL0oUyQgj4bD6LEvsDcPR5KzcjiDDirFV7NOX3yG3ScF-vlVcI2Qau-voMZwsHgf3CRhkkPevsV_-r9NjyWXuT4ZC9Gh8ag==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=001JpAhldDnx_1ue6qS9xSk18-8c4QL9pMrNMKpDX4EsapRExUFXZ30XGPz3Nq3s5jMKpPp6GQD2AZNyjop9jLW6RzBWoz01lp9YCjXqizfRuSp7T0GDGBroA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=001JpAhldDnx_1363r81msdU29U6UWSytDuMQVe50cvsASRh-J8tF3TTYLlL0oUyQgj4bD6LEvsDcPR5KzcjiDDirFV7NOX3yG3ScF-vlVcI2Qau-voMZwsHgf3CRhkkPevsV_-r9NjyWXuT4ZC9Gh8ag==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=001JpAhldDnx_24TUJur2hdsbWkAaE-VfLFkb8rOh5Ry0tZTj46QvrY9oSeNASLBNqTlwljzE3F0Tro3lMjT_lKwAgMLW7EDenkxKmJGSVxnf0kBXJS3RlZJI3qYROy5fWiockootYeXDA=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=001JpAhldDnx_0FM0cUPClcFskAdSP50ipGV4EuPuCIII0MHaHnnhZUJu5EqD--KIHbRRZ97IJoqDUp9nDsq0bkAD2o0Gc64crfViGOOGwcWu-AFVQ3SHBHGqyfEiRb3tCwYuISyOKPpbqKobuwHYQpZg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=001JpAhldDnx_32aViqyt9M1ZhhM_pzFoA_cXsxpY-rkfCNxZpcptjP-Ac3YVRXNnGSx5WjhdD6u0hdCPOYQtVBpmpLs9H1Xx8tjKcKs497yWBInDYNg9THuDd0jR-v4OtAB-4UOpvoJ2M=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=001JpAhldDnx_1rgBSDlZ99cms7xrlM0GlNxFJmRIrN9gUvI0uD72MorW_t3AJt5Io3j1WV9J9oxqmfMa-iwiutXqx-vL0i93U8bA0IwkKd1faSXA3u6V_3tFtKMUhd8A2Xn05jEUQddhqJNsX377EAuA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=001JpAhldDnx_3NR7bpLiPPO8XsVP0OukKU9qkuJpOpiN65PkwEzwqX5_aSQLoe_2MkmpFWhqVSGxbM3JFIi5EDlDt6UdjGwYLKAm6FAVFhD1MhkNsawUzjoJ03vGK4JvvTJ4AFAChlPu8=
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"We are pleased to release the Sculptor 3.3 offering a broader use of the ASD morphing technology for 
efficient reuse of 3D Data for better designs and improved shape optimization capabilities. Sculptor 3.3 
leverages the real-time morphing technology for a wide range of applications from modification of STL 
data to 3D shape optimization with integrated simulations." says Dr. Mark Landon CTO of Optimal 
Solutions Software. "The new improvements to the optimization capabilities allow for real-time 
traversing of the design space, with the design objective functions being updated simultaneously with 
deformation of the model. Sculptor+ Optimize helps find optimal designs and understanding of the 
complex relationships between the shape change variables and the design functions near the optimal 
design to be able to determine the robustness of the design. The new restructured Sculptor will allow 
customers to tailor Sculptor for their own particular uses much more easily. Those interested in our ASD 
(Arbitrary Shape Deformation - Morphing) technology for use in their own software can now license our 
powerful ASD API toolkit." 
 
Sculptor version 3.3 represents a major breakthrough in the ability to reuse 3D data for creating better 
designs leveraging the highly efficient Arbitrary Shape Deformation (ASD) real-time morphing 
technology. The power of this unique morphing technology has been used for years for 3D shape 
optimization for those who are interested in peak performance. This release of the Sculptor technology 
continues to improve the optimization capabilities but also makes the powerful ASD morphing 
technology available for easily exploring design changes for an extensive range of 3D models. 
 
Here's a quick highlight of some of the new capabilities in the Sculptor 3.3 family of products. 
New Translators for Wind-US and OBJ Files 

• Improved Fluent Translator 
• CFX Element Quality Checking 
• Measure all Tetrahedral and Hexahedral element quality measures 
• Shrink Boundry Layers and Surface Normals 
• Interactive histogram 

Measure Volume and Surface Area of a Mesh 
Solve Multiple Gradient Calls Simultaneously 
Response Surface Improvements 

• Save multiple surfaces 
• New Charting Tab 
• Real-time interactive geometry interface with response surface 
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Organovo Partners With Autodesk Research to Develop 3D Bioprinting Software 
18 December 2012 
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Organovo Holdings, Inc, a creator and manufacturer of functional, three-dimensional human tissues for 
medical research and therapeutic applications, is working together with researchers at Autodesk, Inc., to 
create the first 3D design software for bioprinting. 
 
The software, which will be used to control Organovo's NovoGen MMX bioprinter, will represent a 
major step forward in usability and functionality for designing three-dimensional human tissues, and has 
the potential to open up bioprinting to a broader group of users. 
 
"Autodesk is an excellent partner for Organovo in developing new software for 3D bioprinters," 
said Keith Murphy , Chairman and Chief Executive Officer at Organovo. "This relationship will lead to 
advances in bioprinting, including both greater flexibility and throughput internally, and the potential 
long-term ability for customers to design their own 3D tissues for production by Organovo." 
 
"Bioprinting has the potential to change the world," said Jeff Kowalski , Senior Vice President and Chief 
Technology Officer at Autodesk. "It's a blend of engineering, biology and 3D printing, which makes it a 
natural for Autodesk. I think working with Organovo to explore and evolve this emerging field will 
yield some fascinating and radical advances in medical research." 
 
Organovo's 3D bioprinting technology is used to create living human tissues that are three-dimensional, 
architecturally correct, and made entirely of living human cells. The resulting structures can function 
like native human tissues, and represent an opportunity for advancement in medical research, drug 
discovery and development, and in the future, surgical therapies and transplantation.  
 
The Autodesk Research group is dedicated to innovation and discovery ranging from methods to help 
users learn powerful digital prototyping tools to visualization and simulation techniques that enable 
designers to achieve new levels of performance. Advancing the state of the art in human-computer 
interaction, computer graphics and digital design technology, Autodesk Research collaborates openly 
with researchers at leading universities around the world. The bio/nano/programmable matter group 
within Autodesk Research is extending this expertise by developing software for the design and 
simulation of molecular systems and living systems. 
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Q-Cad Now Offering Revit 2-D and 3-D 
20 December 2012 
 
Q-Cad Drafting Services recently announced the availability of Revit 2-D and 3-D BIM modeling for 
the drafting services they offer clients. The combination allows the production of both realistic 3-D 
building models and two-dimensional floor plans and annotations. 
 
The powerful new Revit suite of applications consists of building information modeling software that 

http://www.q-cad.com/cad-services/
http://www.q-cad.com/cad-services/revit-2d/space-management/
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can present a realistic 3-D image of a building or structure, along with 2-D notation. The most useful 
feature of Revit is that the images produced can be modified, and the rest of the image will conform; this 
is useful when proposing architectural changes or modifications.  
 
The images can be collaborative, meaning that multiple users can access the interface and suggest 
changes in real time. A company spokesman recently remarked, “Revit is a valuable tool that goes very 
well with our existing AutoCad software. It allows us to render architectural designs with an accuracy 
and flexibility not seen before in the industry.” 
 
Q-Cad offers AutoCad and MicroStation drafting services to professional clients. The value of Revit 
architecture to the architect or engineer using drafting services is a more user-friendly and flexible 
drafting process. The advanced system architecture (the latest version was released in March 2012) of 
Revit allows ongoing design in 3-D, which makes the process of visualization and design far easier, than 
with two-dimensional media, such as blueprints.  
 
Q-Cad uses Revit and many other cutting-edge software applications to provide its clients with the 
means to propose new building construction or modifications and to see how those models will look and 
function. 
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Siemens’ new 3dsync Software Delivers Exclusive Synchronous Technology Benefit to Mainstream 
CAD Industry 
18 December 2012 
 
One of the significant benefits associated with Siemens’ proprietary synchronous technology software 
capability is now being made available to users of any vendor’s computer-aided design (CAD) 
application. Siemens’ product lifecycle management (PLM) software business unit is introducing a new 
3D CAD editing tool to the mainstream market, based on synchronous technology, which has been 
shown to increase productivity by a factor of ten or more when working with imported CAD data. 
Siemens’ new 3DSync application is now available, and can be used at no charge until May 15, 2013. 
 
In today’s global manufacturing industry, product development collaboration among multiple companies 
is a predominant practice. However, due to inconsistent data formats employed by many of the world’s 
competing CAD software applications, importing and working with digital 3D product data from an 
incompatible CAD solution is often labor intensive, error prone and costly. The design intent built into 
CAD models in the form of parametric rules is lost during the translation process, making the imported 
model difficult to work with and often unusable. As a result, engineers are often forced to spend hours or 
days “fixing” an imported model or simply recreating the model from scratch. 
 
This problem was virtually eliminated for users of Siemens’ Solid Edge® software and NX™ software 
applications when the company introduced its exclusive synchronous technology breakthrough in 2008. 
As a result of its ability to interrogate imported 3D models, recognize design intent, and automatically 
apply appropriate design parameters, synchronous technology has been reported to produce ten-to-one 

http://www.q-cad.com/autocad-conversion/
http://www.q-cad.com/cad-services/revit-3d/architecture/
http://www.q-cad.com/cad-services/revit-3d/architecture/
http://www.plm.automation.siemens.com/en_us/plm/synchronous-technology.shtml/?stc=wwiia400200
http://www.plm.automation.siemens.com/en_us/?stc=wwiia400200
http://www.plm.automation.siemens.com/en_us/products/velocity/solidedge/index.shtml?stc=wwiia400200
http://www.plm.automation.siemens.com/en_us/products/nx/index.shtml?stc=wwiia400200
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reductions in model rework time, with some users citing time reductions of certain tasks from days to 
minutes. The availability of Siemens’ new 3DSync offering now extends this benefit beyond the Solid 
Edge and NX user communities, to the users of any commercially available CAD system. 
 
“3DSync is the next evolutionary step in Siemens’ constant drive to deliver open solutions that help 
significantly increase product development productivity, while at the same time improve product data 
compatibility throughout the global manufacturing industry,” said Chuck Grindstaff, CEO and president, 
Siemens PLM Software. “By enabling CAD models to be shared and easily edited between incompatible 
versions of the same CAD offering, or among different CAD applications, 3DSync delivers the 
productivity and cost reduction benefits of synchronous technology to mainstream CAD users by 
allowing them to more effectively reuse 3D product data.” 
 
3DSync supports widely used CAD formats such as STEP, IGES, Parasolid® software, JT™ data 
format and others and has built-in data translators to help eliminate version incompatibility issues. 
3DSync provides engineers with a fast, straightforward method for importing, editing and exporting 
most neutral 3D CAD files from suppliers and customers. This can save time and reduce costs by 
decreasing the need to remodel features or to pay suppliers to make edits. 
 
For more information and to register to use the full production version free until May 15, 2013, 
visit www.siemens.com/plm/3dsync. 
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